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CHAPTER I
THE THESIS PROBLEM AND METHODS USED
This paper is a study of the evacuation of all persons of Ja.panese
ancestry from the West Coast during World War II. It was vriLthout doubt
the most drastic violation of civil rights ever instituted by the United
States Government. Few on either side of the problem will deny the serious-
ness of the violation although there has been considerable controversy as
to whether such action was justified. It is the purpose of this paper to
1
analyze all aspects of the evacuation and attempt to prove that the civil
rights of the Japanese were not only violated but that this violation was
unwarranted. It will also be shown that this issue is still alive and much
needs to be done to compensate these evacuees and insure that they must be
guaranteed in the future all those rights •vihich we, as Americans, expect
all persons to enjoy*
I, The Thesis Problem
The second chapter of this thesis will be devoted to an analysis of
minority rights in our American dei^ocracy. It v/ill be a designation of
what safeguards exist, where they originated, and how they have been inter-
preted by the Supreme Court. It is in the light of these facts that the
evacuation of the West Coast Japanese is analyzed. To what extent have
these rights been violated by the evacuation program? V/as the program con-
sistent TTith our American democracy? ’iVhat is there characteristic about
American democracy which made the evacuation of over 100,000 Japanese, two-
thirds of whom v:ere citizens, possible? These are a few of the questions
urtiich must be constantly taken into consideration before an understanding
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2of this wartime program can be reached. It might be vxell to present a defi-
nition of democracy in the light of "VTliich the evacuation program can be eval-
uated.
In his annual message to Congress on December 1, 1920, Woodro'w V^ilson
said, "Democracy is an assertion of the right of the individual to live and
be trusted justly as against any attenrot on the part of any combination of
individuals to make la'ws vjhich vrill overburden him or pfhich vrill destro3r his
1
equality among his fello'ws in the matter of right or privilege." If this is
an adequate definition of democracy ho'w shall the evacuation program be judge
In order to ansirer this question it is necessary to determine the cause
of the evacuation, because if the cause vras just then democratic principles
have not been violated. It is recognized by everyone that righ’bs are not
absolute, vrnen a man v;as arrested for swinging his arms and hitting another
in the nose, he told the judge he had a right to s-wing his arras in a free
country; vjhereupon the judge told him that his right to svdjig ended where the
other man’s nose began. And so it is that rights are relative inasmuch as
liberty may become license wherein one man’s freedom destroys that of others,
Vr, F , ’IHloughby has said, "All ^ight^ are subject to the important quali-
fication that they are valid only in so far as the^r are not exercised in such
i?
a manner as to,
.
.constitute a danger to the state." This attitude -which recog||-
nizes the fact that rights are relative and not absolute appears to be the
foimdation upon vriiich the advocates of evacuation made their stand, and it is
not an unreasonable one. The problem that must be solved here, ho-wever, is
to determine v^hether or not the fights of the American citizens of Japanese
ancestry to move about freely/ at any time and in an^-- vicinity are rights
"exercised in such a manner as to constitute danger to the state," The claim
1. ’"axey, Chester
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3made by many t/ho favored evacuation v/as that military security demanded it.
It '^Tas this claim put forth PTith such vehemence and unrelenting force 'vfaich
made freedom loving vhnericans from Bangor to Barstow condone vAat Aaron Heist
of the Southern California Branch of the American Civil Liberties Union calle
3
"the most damnable violation of civil rights in the history of our country,"
Because this claim of military necessity v/as so strong^ it would be
pTise to analyze it. If it was a valid assumption and also the primal^’- cause
of the evacuation, no one can argue with it. It stands to reason tliat in
time of war a country must take action to maintain its security; therefore,
the question in this case arises; Did military security demand the evacua-
tion of all those of Japanese ancestry on the '.Vest Coast?
Another cause vdiich haS been given for the evacuation is the need for
the protective custody of those of Japanese descent. Tiiere is no doubt that
danger of mob violence against Japanese residents existed. The only question
that arises is the validity of basing the evacuation on such a cause, Floyd
Sc’nraoe of the University of 'Washington said, "The very words 'protective
custody' (Schutshaft) vrere 'made in Germany,' not here, Ho7T could it accord
with 'jnerican justice that if a man vrere dangerous to his neighbors, they
hr
should be put into custody rather than he?" Such a reason for this drastic
program establishes a precedent which could easily apply to any minority
group. The question Immediately arises; to v/hat extent can any group be
deprived of political and economic freedom because they are victims of vio-
lence for reasons beyond their control?
There is also a third cause of evacuation viiich viarrants considerable
attention: The existence of social, political, and economic pressure. One
1
indication of their pressure from economic groups was emphasized by an
3. Letter from Aaron Heist to Lev/is Haddocks, June 21;, 19 U7
U, Quoted h}/- Caleb Foote in Outcasts! Fellovfship of Reconciliation, New
fork, July 19l;2
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Oakland attorney, "who reporting before the Tolan Committee said:
I find no popular demand for the efforts to drive the so-called
alien enemies from California. Tlie clamor seems to come from cham-
bers of commerce, Associated Farmers, and the newspapers notorious
as spokesmen for reactionary interests. In view of this fact,
effort should be made to determine vfhether there is any connection
between the clamor for the dispossession of the Japanese farmers
and the desire of these clamoring interests to get possession
of the Japanese faniis and the elimination of the Japanese compe-
tition, "3
An indication of the racist pressure occured on February 13, 19 U2, when
the Pacific Coast Congressional delegation recommended to the President
"the immediate evacuation of all persons of Japanese lineage, and all others
aliens and citizens alilce, whose presence shall be deemed dangerous or in-
U
imical to the defense of the United States, from all strategic areas,"
It is obvious from their insistence on the evacuation of all persons of
Japanese lineage that their motives were racist. They did not say "persons
of Japanese lineage who are dangerous," but rather "persons of Japanese
lineage and all. others" v/ho are dangerous. This distinction makes their
motives clear.
This third cause needs much investigation, because if it, and not mili-
tary necessity, were the primary cause of the evacuation, then the principles
of American democracy have surely been violated.
It is by a careful analysis of these causes of evacuation that the
problem of this thesis can be answered: Was the evacuation program consis-
tent with American democracy?
II, The Methods Used
In the analysis the folloiiTing factors will be analyzed:
(1) The minority rights which exist in America, 7/hat rights, in
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5other words, can minority groups in general, and the Japanese in particular,
depend upon for their protection against the majority? I shall dwell on
this matter vdth a discussion of the origins of those American civil rights
vAiich are pertinent to the subject of this paper, the civil rights contained
in the Constitution which are also applicable, and finally hovr these rights
particularly affect the evacuees. This analysis of civil rights TdJLl com-
prise the second chapter of this paper,
(2) The pertinent background material to evacuation. It includes a
discussion of early Japanese immigration, the reception and early treatment
of the immigrants by the native Californians, and the development of racism
and economic pressure. It r/ill also include an analysis of the charges
usually leveled at the Japanese, Here is contained a study of all the con-
ditions existent between 1900 and December 7, 19 ill.
(3) The causes of the evacuation, vTas it caused by military necessity
as has been claimed by many authorities or was it caused by the need for
j
protective custody? Many claim that it Tjas caused by social and economic
,
pressure. This factor is especially important as it is based on the assunp-
tion that the evacuation was justified if the cause v©.s valid since civil
rights are not absolute,
(1;) The relocation program. Chapter V contains a discussion of the
V/ar Relocation Authority and its program to provide opportunities for the
evacuees to establish a new life outside the evacuated areas,
(5) Sociological problems of the evacuation. Here the 7ra,rtime handl-
i
ing of evacuee property 7d.ll be described in addition to the life experience I
under evacuation. It is in this section that a true picture is presented
j
of TJhat the program meant to over one hundred thousand Japanese,
ij
I (6) Constitutional phases of evacuation. To udiat extent was it con-
i'
stitutional? This latter section is a presentation of the four cases which
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6appeared before the United States Supreme Court: Hirabayashi v, U, S,
,
Yasui V, U» S,
,
Bx Parte Endo
,
and Korematsu v« U« S, These cases illus-
trate the Supreme Court's attitude on the many fine points involved in the
entire program. They also illustrate the great amount of controversy which
existed regarding the constitutionality of the various phases of the progran^
(7) Conclusion, This constitutes an analysis of the pertinent facts
presented throughout the paper. It is the aim of the writer that this
chapter contain findings and conclusions T/hich Imve been reached.
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CHAPTER II
CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE UNITED STATES
Every man viho cares about freedom, about a government by
law, ,,must fight for it for the other man vd.th •whom he disagrees
for the right of the minority If we care about democracy we
must care about it as a reality for others as well as for our-
selves; yes, for aliens, for Gennans, for Italians, for Japanese,
for those who are with us as for those vfho are against us. For the
Bill of Rights protects not only American citizens but all human
beings Tjho live on our American soil, under our American flag,^
Yi'ith these vrords Attorney General Biddle attempted to calm those people
on the \iTest Coast i*o were committing hostile acts against the Japanese dur-
ing the dajrs following the attack on Pearl Harbor vfhen the war hysteria vras
becoming increasingly widespread. It soon became apparent that our /oneri-
can heritage of civil rights for all was in grave danger of being ignored
as far as the treatment of Japanese on the ’Jest Coast ms concerned. It
is vitally important that an accounting be made of what rights exist vrhich
vrere being shunted and what the origins of those rights are. Also what
guarantees against arbitrary action could those of Japanese ancestry, or
those of any minority for that matter, depend upon for protection during
such crises as existed in the Spring of 19U2?
I, Origin of American Civil Rights
The English contributions to American civil rights are numerous, but
only those rights which are relevant to the Japanese evacuation are to be
studied in this paper. The pertinent rights are those concerned with pro-
cedural due process such as the guarantees to persons accused of crime.
They date back to the legal reforms of Henry II in the 12th Centiuy
1, Quoted in Impounded People
,
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3who, by means of Assize legislation—issued in an assize, or session of
notables—introduced the procedure of trial by jury. This was a consider-
able advance from the previous methods of determining guilt or innocence of
a suspected criminal, such as compurgation, the ordeal, and trial by battle.
The trial by jury, however, was not like the one we know today. Henry’s
jury Yisis composed of witnesses to the act. In civil suits twelve men •v\^o
knew the facts would decide v;ho was right in the dispute. Although trial
by jury was not original vdth Henry II, he "first made extensive use of
this method in the law courts and made the jury a necessary part of the
2
judicial system."
Another English contribution to American civil rights is the Magna
Carta which was wrung from King John by the feudal barons in 1215. It is
true the Great Charter was concerned -vvith protecting the interests of the
aristocracy, clergy, and the merchant class; but in its use of the vrord
"freeman," it became one of the greatest documents of all time. Although
the masses of people were not "freemen" in 1215, they v/ere later; and vdien
that day came, the Magna Carta had meaning for them all. In Section 39 can
be found direct reference to vAiat is an inherent part of American doctrine:
trial by jury and due process of law. Section 39 says, "No freeman shall
be taken or imprisoned, or dispossessed, or outlawed, or banished, or in
any way destroyed, nor Tdll we go upon him, nor send upon him, except by
the legal judgment of his peers or by the law of the land." This section
|
was later understood by Coke and the Puritans to act as a limitation upon '
the king’s povfer to inqprison his political enemies and to secure a jury
trial to all who vrere charged v/ith crime, although a jury for the trial of
criminal offenses did not exist in England at that time. Although many of
the charter’s provisions became obsolete upon the decline of feudalism, it
2. Larson, Lawence M., A History of England
,
Henry Holt and Con^jar^,
New York, 1936 p. lOD
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9vfas, nevertheless, invoked many times, "and during the transition to modem
constitutional practice it served a useful and important purpcB e, for it
announced and secured the confirmation of the princinle that the English
. 3
king is subject to English law*" It is part of the same philosophy which
considers American government to be a government of laws and not of men*
The Petition of Rights which vras passed by the Third Parliament of
Charles I in 1628, reaffirmed the much ignored doctrines of the llagna Carta*
The petition covered many rights, but one in particular is especially per-
tinent—arbitrary imprisonment was declared illegal. It is not difficult
to see the importance of this safeguard in the light of the evacuation pro-
gram*
Because of the arbitrary methods of arrest and imprisonment exercised
by the Stuart kings, the English people through the ^iThigs led by Shaftesbury
pressed for a Habeas Corpus Act vrfiich made formal a right as old as the
L!agna Carta. Tlie intent of the act vras to make it more difficult for the
king to keep his political enemies in prison; but its application was much
broader and the Habeas Comus procedure still remains one of the most irapor-
.ii
tant safeguards of personal liberty*
In addition to these legal contributions to American civil rights, Eng-
land also produced many political philosophers such as Locke, Hobbes, and
a
John Stuart Mill who wer^tremendous influence on the thinking of their day*
For instance, it was Hill "who was such a staunch defender of the rights of
the minority against the tyranny of the majority while Locke expounded the
natural rights doctrine holding that man had "natural" rights of life, lib-
erty, and property which could not be taken away*
Civil rights in the United States have also been developed as a result
of .^erican contributions as well as English* The development of the social
3. Ibid, p. 117
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contract theory as eminciated by Locke vra-s a primary force in the American
Revolution in that it challenged the poiYer of any government as being limitec
,
by the ends for 'VThich it is created. Any government which violates the
trust the people have placed in it, forfeits the power the people have
granted to it through the social contract.
The American colonists also expressed their demand for limited govern-
ment in the establishment in 1620 of the Jfeyflov/er Compact, in 1639 the
Fundamental Orders of Connecticut, in 1776 the Declaration of Independence,
and in the State constitutions were placed the various Bills of Rights which
became the models for Federal Bill of Rights of 1-791, Documents such as
these demonstrate the attitude of the early Americans which is not consist-
ent Trith the condoning of arbitrary action on the part of the governr/ient
today in the creation of the evacuation program. The eighty thousand Nisei
have as right a claim to the American heritage "vifliich created these documents
as do the entire membership of that great, patriotic America-loving organi-
zation—Native Sons and Daughters of the Golden lYest,
II, Civil Rights in the Constitution
"If ^^e evacuation7 ‘'’'^as not necessary to the prosecution of the vfar,
invaded the rights protected by Article III of the Constitution and the
75
Fifth and Sixth Amendments,"
This statement by Eugene V, Rostow of the lale Law School faculty em-
phasizes the importance of investigating those rights in our Constitution
Trtiich a re pertinent to the evacuation program, Vfhat rights exist in the
U. S, Constitution upon v;hich the Japanese could depend for protection?
/.though the Bill of Rights is usually considered the primarjr protector
of civil rights, it is by no means the only protection which is afforded
5. Rostow, Eugene V,, "The Japanese American Cases—A Disaster," Yale Law
Journal, Vol. 5U June, 19u5 p# Ii91
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minority groups. In the body of the Constitution, Article I, Section is
found the prohibition against the suspension of the iTrit of habeas corpus
except "T/hen in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety may requir^
it," This TTrit, -which is "a judicial process testing the legality of the
detention of persons, -whether by officials of the Government or otherwise,"
is of particular concern to the evacuees because -what began as a plan of
evacuation developed into a plan of detention ?jhich immediately made the
-writ of habeas corpus an indispensable implement for release,
7
Ex Parte Milligan
,
in -which President Lincoln’s suspension of the -writ
of habeas corpus during the Civil War -vras declared unconstitutional is one
of the foremost cases dealing with the right of habeas corpus and the juris-
diction of the military over civilians in an area* -where martial law has been
established. It is an excellent case to illustrate the problem -iifoich alv/ays
arises during times of crisis—vAiere should the line of demarcation be drawn
between individual rights and government action in behalf of national safe-ty^
In 1861;, Milligan, a civilian citizen of Indiana, was arrested by order
of General Hovey, the Commanding General of the military district of Indi-
ana, Milligan T/as charged with treasonable activities, tried, and convicted
by a military court and sentenced to be hanged. Before the execution, he
sued out a v/rit of habeas corpus to the United States Circuit Court in Indi-
ana, claiming that the proceedings under which he was tried to be unconsti-
tutional, The Supreme Court upheld Milligan's claims, and he was released.
Justice Davis said that if a military commander has the power in time of
war to suspend all civil rights and subject civilians as well as soldiers
to his vrill, then the republican form of government is a failure, 'llartial
law, established on such a basis, destroys every guarantee of the Constitu-
tion, and effectually renders the military independent of and superior to
6, Fraenkel, Osmond K,, Our Civil Liberties, The Viking Press, ITew York
^
19 hh, p. 262
7. ijc Parte Llilligan
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the civil power In other words, martial law cannot validly he in
force side by side iTith civilian law.
The detention of over 100,000 Japanese, aliens and citizens alilce,
immediately made this writ of paramount importance to all evacuees. It vra.s
8
successfully obtained by one Nisei in Bx Parte Endo
,
thus ending—although
belatedly—the detention of all concededly loyal evacuees.
In the Bill of Rights are found a miscellaneous list of guarantees
covering every conceivable civil liberty Ti?hich vfnen observed conscientiously
provides minority groups with ^11 the protection and freedom of which this
nation is so proud. Among these rights, however, are only a few which are
pertinent to minority interests in general and the West Coast Japanese in
particular. Possibly the most important provisions are those incorporated
in the Fifth Amendment r^ich forbids the deprivation of life, liberty, and
property v/ithout due process of law. For many years the term "due process"
Was concerned with the legal procedure a person should follow, such as a
trial by jury, confrontation of accusers, right of habeas corpus, and a
speedy and public trial* In more recent years, however, procedural due
process has been supplemented by what is called substantive due process,
which requires that the statute under which a person is tried must be free
from arbitrary and unreasonable provisions. This attitude for a time did
more harm than good because the court stressed the protection of property
rights rather than personal rights. This is evidenced by the lairs that were
held invalid which established maximum hour, minimum wage, and fair labor
practices legislation. These decisions defending property rights handed
9 . io
doT/n in Lochner v. New York and Adkins v. Children's Hospital did much to
8. Ex Parte Endo 323 U,S, 283 C19 Il1i')
9, WTT.r; 'iI5 ' (1905)
10, 261 U.S, 525 (1923)
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11
establish "a .freedom of contract Ti/hich often meant the freedom to starve,*’
In more recent years, however, under the revamped court of the late thirties
and early forties personal freedom seems to be coming into its owi—thanks
to the liberal opinion of Justices .Murphy, Douglas, and Black, It is upon
the court's interpretation of procedural and substantive due process that
the rights of minorities depend. The fact that these guarantees exist is
not enough, however; what is required is a conscientious attempt by all per-
sons to see to it that they are not violated.
Further guarantees to persons accused of crime are included in the
Sixth Amendment v/hich provides for a **speedy and public trial by an impar-
tial jury," The accused shall "be informed of the nature and cause of the
accusation, be confronted vrith the witnesses against him, have compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance of
counsel for his defense," This Amendment is particularly important in rela-
tion to the Japanese problem because, as Eugene Rostovr said, the evacuation,
if not necessary, violated Article III of the Constitution and the Fifth and
Sixth -Amendments, The right to counsel in Federal cases has been held to
be absolute. "No conviction," says Professor Fraenkel, "will stand when the
defendent has been refused a lawyer. So essential is this right that denial
of counsel will wholly vitiate a conviction and permit a review by habeas
12
corpus," Other provisions of this Amendment which are pertinent are that a
person must knoTj- of vfhat he is accused if he is to properly defend himself,
and also he must be confronted by the vdtnesses against him so that he may
cross-examine them. Obviously these rights are vitally essential under our
concept of the administration of justice.
Although states are forbidden to "deny to any person within their juris-
13
diction the equal protection of the laws," no such provision exists against
11, Fraenkel, op, cit, p, l5l
12, Fraenkel, op, cit, p, 1?6
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the Federal Government#, Hotrever, according to one source, "Gross denial
of equal protection by the Federal Government would undoubtedly be held
11;
to violate the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment," The Supreme
Court has established firm precedents in equal protection cases against
i
State action Tihich seems to indicate that to be consistent, it should also
I
be diligent in protecting violation of equal protection against encroachment
of the Federal Government through the due process clause of the Fifth Amend-
ment#
All the foregoing rights are of particular importance to minority
groups throughout America, It is only through the diligence of all branches
of the Government in the recognition and obseiurance of these rights, that
minorities in all parts of Merica can survive, otherwise the minority be-
come subject to the tyranny of the majority,
III, Civil Rights and the Japanese Evacuees
The first part of this chapter was concerned T/ith the origins of our
civil rights, the second part dealt with the location and observance of thos'
s
rights, and this section Td.ll be a discussion of how those rights particu-
larly affect the Japanese evacuees#
No one has denied that the civil rights of the Japanese were violated;
therefore, this is hardly a matter of controversy. In fact some persons
v/ho were very much in favor of the evacuation admitted the Japanese’ rights
were being ignored# For instance, the Attorney General of Madera County
said:
Our State and Federal lav/s, supported by a bill of rights
are entirely inadequate to meet the situation. If we are not
to run the risk of disaster we must forget such things as the
writ of habeas corpus and the prohibition against unreasonable
111# Ferguson, John H and McHenry, Dean E,, The American Federal Government,
McGraw-Hill, Hew York 19 p. 86
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searches and seizures. The right of self-defense, self- i
preservation, on hehalf of the people, is higher than the '
bill of rights.lS
The problem, therefore, is one of degree. All that is of concern here
is the extent to T/jhich the basic civil rights were ignored—regardless of
the cause of the evacuation.
One particular problem is that the military was the power behind the
evacuation. Even though this might have been necessary, the fact remains
that civil rights are in grave jeopardy T»hen the military is able to control
the movements and activities of civilians, Robert Cushman has pointed out;
The British Bill of Rights of 1789 contained a clause which
,
placed the British Army squarely under the control of Parliament,
and ever since that time the civil control of the military power
in England has been kept alive by the process of doling out for
one year at a time, under the provisions of the Military Act, the
money necessary to keep the Army going,
|
Thus Professor Cushman err^hasizes the traditional policy of m.aking
military affairs subordinate to civil affairs. It is well known that the
military's emphasis on speed and efficiency too often results in an ignoring
of the democratic process which is accomplished only through careful consid-
eration of all factors. The role of the Army in the evacuation is made most
.17
apparent by the decision of the Supreme Court in Korematsu v. U, S, when
it held that the povfer to wage war is the povfer to wage it successfully.
The Court refused to question the decision of General DelTitt that military
necessity demanded the evacuation,
Eugene Rostow attacks this attitude vehemently by saying:
vrno is to decide whether there was a sensible reason for
doing wiiat was done? Is it enough for the General to say that
when he acted, he honestly thought it vra.s a good idea to do
15. il^ounded People
,
op. cit
, p, 17
1^* Bushman, Robert E,, "Civil Liberties in the Atomic Age,” Annals of the
American Academy, January 19li7, p. 55
17, 323 U, S, 21i| (i9hh)
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what he did?.,. The General's good intentions must be irrelevant.
There should be evidence in court that his military judgmen'b had
a suitable basis in fact*l°
The role of the military in the handling of civilians is not the only
aspect of civil rights as applied to 'the Japanese. As pointed out previousllrj
the guarantees of due process "were ignored. The Japanerse iTere ordered to
evacuate v/ithout proper hearings or any other aspect of procedural due pro-
cess, The hearings that Tvere held -were before military boards. "But these
hearings 'were hardly consistent "with the fundamental concepts of due process
19
to fThich -we have been accustomed,"
The exclvision of the Japanese might very well be considered a violatior
of due process because of -the fail'ure on the part of the Federal Government
to provide equal protection of the law. This is apparent iiiien at is remem-
bered that onj.y those of Japanese ancestry were affected by the military
orders of exclusion and confinement. By the same reasoning the violation
of the "privileges and immunities" clause of Article VT and the Fourteenth
Amendment might very 'well constitute a violation of due process as far as
citizens are concerned, Eugene Rostow points out ’that in Edwards v, Cali-
20
fomia Justices Douglas, Black, Murphy, and Jackson held that the Cali-
fornia bars on indigent migrants from the Southwest were not only an uncon-
stitutional interference v/ith commerce, but a violation of the privileges
-21
and immunities of national citizenship,
Hovf these rights v/ere considered by the Supreme Court wdll be brought
out in Chapter VII; but regardless of their decisions, it can hardly be
denied that many of the rights of the evacueds were ignored—maybe in the
name of military necessity, maybe through some less admirable motive. It
remains to be seen.
18, Rostow, op, cit, p, SlU
19* Fraenkel, op, cit. o, 1^3
20, 31h U. S. W (l9la)
21, Rostow, op, cit
, pp, 500-^01
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CIIAPTER III
BACKGROUI© TO RVACuATIOIT
I, History of Japanese Iramigration
Before i860 -nlien Japan sent her first embassy bo the U. S.^ the only
Japanese the American people had seen were a few castaways T;ho were picked
up in raid-ocean by western ships and brought to America until passage back
to Japan could be arranged for them. Although voyages to the New 1'ibrld had
been made from Japan as early as l6l0, when Japanese s’lips reached Acapulco,
New Mexico, these contacts vrere not reinforced. For more than a centui^'’ and
a half after this time, Japan had an opportunity to conduct the conquest of
California wliich was later carried out by the Spaniards, Instead, Japan
adopted a strict policy of isolation. She not only ceased construction of
seaiTorthy vessels and destroyed those she had, but also retired from the
1
world until Commodore Perry arrived in 18^3
•
The reception given the castaways -vvas one of curiosity, but neverthe-
less the i\mericans regarded them kindly. They later became very useful
because the United States had been needing a fueling station in Japan and
so used them as a wedge to open Japan to trade. For e:canqple, Coimnodore Perrj
used one as an interpreter on his voyage to Japan.
During the lS60’s there appeared in California two small groups of
Japanese, One group was composed of about a dozen farmers "viSio were brought
over by a rich Dutchman wiio was a naturalized citizen of Japan, He atteraptec
a project at Gold IlilD., near Sacramento, but the venture failed and he re-
turned to Japan v/hile the farmers got jobs with bnerican families. The
1. McKee, Ruth, wartime jibcLle
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second group ms composed of intellectuals and liberals. According to a
contemporary report, they were "gentlemen of refinement and influence in
their own country, from which they were con^jelled to flee, almost destitute,
because their travel in civilized countries had made them too liberal in
2
their ideas to suit the Mikado,"
After 1871 the sons of the upper class were encouraged to study in
America, By 1885 there were eighty Japanese in California. These were of
the upper and middle classes vriio were treated with kindness and respect
until the general immigration of the masses got under my. During the last
decade of the nineteenth century the Japanese immigrants numbered about
1,000 per year, but following the annexation of Hawaii, 12,000 arrived in
1900 , It was with this first really large immigration that there resulted
mass protests against the Japanese, During the first eight years of the
twentieth century, the United States accepted from four to nine thousand
each year. Their number fell off sharply to l500 in I9O9 when the Gentle-
men’s Agreement to curtail the immigration of Japanese nationals to the
United States and Hawaii became effective.
At this point it is well to consider the situation in vrtiich the immi-
grant generation found itself. It had to face many hardships which were
caused by three factors—race, place and time. In the first instance, they
were members of the Oriental race. Secondly, they came to a section of the
country which had been shovdng hostility to the Chinese for many years.
And thirdly, they came at a time when there was a vacuum irtiich they naturally
filled. This vacuum was created vhen the Chinese, upon whom much pressure
had been applied, dwindled in numbers as many of them left for other states
and many who stayed grew too old to work in the agricultural establishments
throughout California, The Japanese immigrants quickly took over Trtiere the
2, San Francisco Chronicle
,
June 17, I869 , p, 2, Col.l Quoted in Vihrtime
Hxlle
,
Ibid, p, 5
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Chinese had left off.
As long as they remained in agriculture, the Japanese were treated
fairly, but they were ambitious and wished to emerge from their status
among the migratory labor groups, llany of them wished to operate farms of
their own, Tnis the racists resented, and they immediately looked upon
such ambition as a threat to white supremacy, Ruth McKee, who has iwitten
much on this problem, says, "The forces that had accon^lished the exclusion
of the Chinese had developed legends, techniques, and arguments which 7/ith
little editing could be turned against the Japanese, Politicians and pres-
sure groups served their apprenticeship in the Anti-Chinese crusade. By
the turn of the centuiy these veterans were ready to launch a new campaign,"
Thus because of these factors, the immigrant generation came to a place,
and at a time, which made hostility toward them inevitable. The forces and
techniques used by the California racists will be discussed later, but at
this time should be mentioned as background material to evacuation, two more
or less legal instruments which further handicapped the immigrants. The
first was the Gentlemen’s Agreement i/i^ich became effective in 1908, It was
created to solve a problem which had arisen vdien Japan protested the action
taken by the California legislature to discriminate against the Japanese
tenant farmers vdio antagonized their white con5)etitors by their industry
and low standards of living. Under this agreement the Japanese government
promised not to allow Japanese laborers to go to the United States, This
agreement was not satisfactory to mwiabers of the California Oriental Exclu-
sion League and other Anti-Japanese elements because they claimed it placed
responsibility for enforcement upon Japan instead of on the United States,
Says Miss McKee, "For the sixteen years of its official life, the Gentle-
man'S Agreement was vociferously denounced by the exclusionists on the
3, McKee, Ruth, California and Her j^css Favored Minorities, 'Jar Relocation
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grounds that Japan failed to administer it in good faith. Conclusive evid-
ence to the contrary was not forthcoming until after exclusion had become
a fact, in 192ii.*”
The Immigration Quota Act of 19 2U completed the drive of the racists
to exclude Japanese immigration. The act restricted immigration of almost
all nationalities to 2% of the persons of each nationality resident in the
United States in I89O. In spite of the fact that the quota requirement
would have permitted only a negligible immigration from Japan, the admis-
sion of Japanese for permanent residence was totally prohibited. This, of
course, resulted in a most dangerous increase of Japanese hostility because
it was regarded as a direct ins-ult to Japan. In his book Japan in Crisis
(I93I;) Harry Emerson 'iTildes T^rites, "The signing of the Immigration Bill
coincided with the 192U elections to the Diet, Revengeful anti-foreign can-
didates, pledged to enact retaliatory laws, vrere swept over-^riielraingly
into office."
II. Development of Racism on the West Coast
Racism in California began as early as I8I46 when yoimg American gold
seekers fomented the Bear Flag Rebellion with the cry "California for the
Americans." These young Americans vfere tired of vra,iting for the carefully
planned bloodless conquest of California and so converted this plan into
a long, bloody episode in American history. Their campaign was Carried on
against all those they considered non-American which included Spanish, Mexi-
can, Indians, and all others whose skins were not pure vrfiite. Despite the
fact that Chinese laborers built the vrestem end of the first transcontin-
ental railroad, labor groups began to persecute them when the depression
li. Wartime ^ Exile
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followed, 7/ith the cry "the Chinese must goj," pressure groups were instru-
mental in bringing about the passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882,
Such treatment caused the Chinese population to decrease. They had been the
backbone of the agriculture in California and ivhen no more arrived and many
v/ent eastward, the vacuum, which the Japanese later filled, was created.
Agitation against the Japanese began as early as I.Iarch, 1900, when
Mayor Phelan of San Francisco quarantined both the Chinese and Japanese
sections of the city because of idle gossip concerning the existence of the
Bubonic Plague, As a result the Japanese formed the Japanese Association of
America, This excitement, in turn, caused the first Anti-Japanese mass
meeting, at which a resolution was passed urging the extension of the Chinese
Exclusion Act to the Japanese, Further, similar resolutions w ere passed by
the Chinese Exclusion League at its convention in 1901 and by the American
Federation of Labor in 190ii*
In spite of these isolated instances of Anti-Japanese feeling, the gen-
eral attitude toward Japan and the Japanese was not unfavorable. Public
opinion was pro-Japan in the Russo-Japanese 'Jar, but soon after public opin-
ion changed—not suddenly but gradually, as the number of Japanese in Calif-
ornia increased and as racial disturbances became more numerous.
The Anti-Japanese can^aig^^ began in earnest in the early part of 1905
when the San Francisco Chronicle carried a series of articles entitled,
"Crime and Poverty Go Hand in Hand Tdth Asiatic Labor", "Brown Men are an
Evil in the Public Schools", "Japanese a Menace to American Vfomen", "Brown
Asiatics Steal Brains of V/hites",etc, "Every one of these imigrants," said
6
the Chronicle
,
"so far as his service is desired, is a Japanese spy." It
was suggested that the o’^mer of the Chronicle
,
M. H, DeYoung v/as renewing
his candidacy to the United States Senate, Although this may not be true,
6, Ibid, p, 19
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it is easy to believe 'vvhen the member of times the Japanese have been scape-
goats in California politics is realised. For instajice, Fugene E, Sc’nmitz
campaigned on anti-Oriental issues vrhen he ran for Mayor of San Francisco
against James D, Phelan in ipOl, Later T^ien Sclimitz was facing indictment
in 1906 for rnan3^ cr:imes connected with corrupt politics, he saw an opportun-
ity to save himself bj^ v^hipping up action against the Japanese a s a diver-
sionary issue.
The Japanese -were also used as scapegoats by the llative Sons of the
Ciolden ‘‘.Vest in conjunction Td.th the State Federation of Labor, the Califor-
nia Grange, and the American Legion. By these methods and lYith these con-
nections, the Native Sons became extremely povrerful in California politics,
Carey MclTilliams points out that it is no coincidence that anti-Japanese
agitation was most vehement during the Presidential election years of 1908,
1912, 1916, and 1920, Many Congressmen from California were continually
re-elected to Congress on the basis of their support of this agitation,
"Tiie adriot manner, in vhich he manipulated the particular issue is a major
explanation of the remarkably successful political career of Kiram Johnson,'
Anti-Japanese elements were not confined to the politicans but also
vrere members of economic groups in labor and in agricultui’e. After succeed-
ing in the creation of the Gentlemen’s Agreem*ent, these groups vrere instru-
mental in bringing about the passage of the V/ebb-Keney Alien Land Act,
This act was imique in that it did not prevent all aliens from ovaiing land,
but only those aliens ineligible for citizenship, vAiich was obviously di-
rected at all Orientals, the Japanese in particular. It vras admitted by the
sponsors of the bill that its aim v/as not to prevent further Japanese expan-
sion in agriculture, but to drive them from the state—as a step in the
.8
campaign for exclusion.
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Thus the California racists continued their drive against the Japanese
until exclusion was finally secured by the Immigration Quota Act in I92I4,
Even with the passage of this act, however, anti-Japanese feeling did not
die out, Caleb Foote has said that the anti-Japanese feeling was still
alive after the exclusion. For instance, in Oregon and Arizona during the
thirties mobs forced the Japanese out of their homes and jobs 5 in Southern
California the "Committee of 1000" boycotted aJJ. things Japanese j and the
Hearst press even blamed the Orientals for the nation’s slovr recoverj'- from
9
the depression,
Carey lIc'.Tilliams vn?ites that for mnn^r years in California attacks upon
the Japanese became a legislative pastime. One legislator Iiad the folloTf-
inr' to say about them-: "/Tney are/ a bandy-legged set of bagabooes—miser-
able craven Simians—degenerate rotten little devils"—they vrere, "immoral,"
10
"skulking," "servile," "treacherous," "sneaking," and "insidious,"
They vrere also attacked vehemently in the press, realigned in the news-
papers for years on end, forced to defend themselves against the most un-
principled attacks, and tested every day of their lives by the most trying
provocations, it is indeed remarkable that the^/- even managed to sur\>’ive,
Viliat were the reasons for this hostility toward the 'Jest Coast Japan-
ese? First it might be vrell to ana.lyze a few of the charges leveled against
them. If they are valid, then maybe this hostility is justified.
9, Foote, op, cit, p, 2
10, I.Tc'.'rilliams
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III. The Character of the Japanese
One of the most in^jortant claims made against the Japanese has been
that they "will not assimilate. Because of the existence of Little Tokyos,
Japanese language schools, and some Buddist vforship, it -was thought that
the Japanese not only wouldn’t assimilate, but they vrere considered unas-
siinilable.
Such attitudes as these immediately appear ridiculous when they are
closely scrutinized. In the first place the Little Tokyos were the result
of the Caucasian attitude vdiich has caused not only Little Tokyos, but also
Little Italys, Little Mexicos, Little Polands, etc. As long as people feel
that they are to be singled out for specific acts of discrimination, they
are going to stick together for mutual protection, "Because many jobs,
many residential areas, many social contacts were denied them", says Caleb
Foote, "they were forced back again and again into the first generation
.
12
environment." It is only natural that as a result the Little Tokyos would
not only grow but would also assume the characteristics of Japanese custom
and tradition. This in turn encouraged sentimental and kinship attachments
to Japan, How else could they be expected to act in the face of the con-
tinual onslaught of anti-Oriental hostility?
The Japanese language schools were considered by many Californians as
subversive. They were begun originally as Christian mission schools with
a two-fold purpose: to teach the newly arrived immigrants to speak and
read English in order to facilitate their adjustment to American life, and
also to teach the immigrant’s children Japanese and keep up with school
subjects in Japan. This latter reason v/as based on the assumption that
they would eventually return to Japan once they had made enough money in
America, Later, however, the immigrants began to realize that their
12, Foote, op, cit
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children had better opportunities in America and so the second reason was
largely abandoned except as it applied to a few cases. Eventually, as
families began to be united, as native Japanese children were brought to
America, classes were introduced which would help to bridge the gap between
the generations. These schools have also become indispensible in another
way;
Because of the impossibility of "moving uptown" and becoming
fully appreciated Americans, most Nisei today believe that their
future lies in an in-between position. If they want good jobs in
America, they are most likely to find them with Japanese employers
—
branch offices of Japanese shipping lines, banks or inport firms
—
and they will have to speak Japanese as well as English to hold
such jobs ,13
Another very important advantage of the Japanese language schools is
that they tend to bind the first and second generations together. This is
particularly important because it prevents what has happened among many
immigrant groups; i, e, the attitude on the part of the second generation
that the first generation is ignorant of American ways, ViThat restilts is
a loss of respect for the first generation and consequently a lack of parenta
.
obedience which too often ends in delinquency. An excellent statement of
this problem has been given by Ruth Tuck, vrriting of the Mexican-A mericans;
The second generation child of six has seen his parents
hesitant, fumbling, bewildered, and disorganized. How can Lola
P arez be expected to rear her children "the American Way"
—
providing, indeed, that this is the more desirable—^when she
has never had a chance to observe an American home on a friendly,
intimate footing?!^
Here Miss Tuck feels that the solution for the problem is the assumption
on the part of the "Anglo-Americans" of the obligation to aid the immigrant
in his adjustment to American life, thus preparing him for the problems he
vdll face when his children become "/unericanized," She continues this idea
13, Hauser, Ernest
,
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December Ipljl, p, 69U
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T<vith some penetrating observation:
It is interesting to speculate how the experience of our
immigrant groups might have differed had we exercised as much
ingenuity, patience, and effort in initiating them into the
mores and the higher aspects of our ciilture as we have in in^
ducing them to buy our coimnercial products.^5
The Japanese language schools have gone a long way in eliminating this
breach between Nisei and Issei which might have resulted in the many prob-
lems of other immigrant groups.
The claim that the schools foster anti-American ideas is entirely
T/ithout basis. For instance, according to H. A. ITillis, a recognized
authority on the Japanese American problem:
These schools are not intended to perpetuate the traditions
and moral concepts of Japan, They are supplementary schools,
and at the worst there is much less in them to be adversely criti-
cized than in the parocnial schools attended by so many children
of South and East European immigrants,^°
As far as claiming the Japanese are unassimilable is concerned, it is
only necessary to mention the findings of a reputable sociological group
to prove such an idea is fallacious:
It is a basic postulate of social science that no inherent
differences in biological stocks of the human species exist
that make it in^ossible for individuals of one stock to assimi-
late the culture practiced by another. An individual is bom
vfith the capacity to react in a variety of ways, and assumes
the behaviorial patterns of those surrounding him because he is
rev/arded for conforming to their standards. Alternative ways of
behavior are repressed^ punishment because they are not reward-
ing to the individual,^'
Another condition which placed the Japanese under suspicion v/as the
fact that many v/ere dual citizens. Since the Nisei were bom in the United
States, they were U, S, citizens under the doctrine of .jus soli ; and be-
15, p, 10l4
16, mnis, H, A,, The Japanese Problem m the United States
,
I»!acl>!illan,
New York 191^ p, 263 ^oted by McKee, ’.Yartime op» cit, p. 1;8
17, Bureau of Sociological Research, Colorado Piver V/ar Relocation Center,
"The Japanese Family in America", A nnals of the American Acaden^,
September 19 h3, p. l5l
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cause they "were Ijorn of Japanese blood, some were citizens of Japan under
Japan's observance, before 1921;, of the doctrine of jus sanguinis v;hich
identified citizenship by blood ties, A law passed Japan in 1921; pro-
vided:
A child born of Japanese parents in the United v3tates,,.is
not claimed as a subject by the Japanese government ujiless it
declares, vrithin ll; days after birth, through its legal .represen-
tative, its intention of retaining Japanese nationality, .Tnus
Japanese bom after December 1, 1921;, automatically possess simple
American citizenship by mere notification,!^
As a result of this law tv/o-thirds of the Japanese 'American children
bom betvreen 1921; and 1930 had not registered vrith the counsul; therefore,
they had American citizenship only. Forty percent of those bom prior to
1921; renounced their Japanese citizenship. The percentage of the latter
group would have been higher if m.any had not lost their birth certificates
j
therefore, the number of dual citizens is not large, and to think that those
who are dual citizens are disloyal to America is the heighth of ignorance.
To be suspicious of the nisei because of dual citizenship is, therefore
idiotic. All nationalities are represented in America bj’’ dual citizens "iTho
feel that to renounce the citizenshin of the "old country" vrould accomplish
nothing, mainly because, like the Uisei, they think of themselves as .Ameri-
cans only. Certainly dual citizenship does not imply dual allegiance. How-
ever, even if dual citizenship vrere an indication of loyalty to Japan—^which
is an assim^tion based on no facts v^tsoever—the number that this would
include is smal3
,
Charges of loyalty to Japan v;ere also leveled at the Issei, Tnis might
seem lil:e a more logical assun^tion at first glance but upon reflection
it is remembered that the Issei could not become American citizens
: 18, Ichiiiashi, Yamato, Japanese in the United States
,
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according to the laws. Not only were they ineligible for citizenship but
they were unable to own land because of the Alien Land Law passed in Calif-
ornia in 1913 and since legislated in several other states. This, says
Miyamoto, has "forced the alien Japanese to seek support from the Japanese
government in order to maintain their interests, and failed to allow partic-
ipation in American governmental process by which alone understanding and
- 19
active interest in the constitution could have been achieved." It was
stupid to feel, as many Californians did, that the Issei were more loyal to
Japan than to the United States just because they were Japanese citizens
and because Japan was so active in lodging complaints against their mis-
treatment. It would pay to bear in mind, as Carey McWilliams does, that
"no nation in all history has been more aggressive about protecting the
-
20
rights of its nationals abroad than the government of the United States."
This idea has been well emphasized in one of the ViRA pamphlets:
Because American citizensliip is denied them, the Issei are
involuntary subjects of the Emperor. If they do not want to be-
come people without a country, they must maintain their citizen-
ship in Japan, the country of their birth, since the country of
their choice will not give them legal status as its citizens.
The hostility of the anti-Orientalists has driven home to the
Issei the need for a national power to protest for them to the
highest American authorities whenever violence and mistreatment
occur. They must have a country to which they can return if the
ever-present spectre of deportation constantly dangled before
them ever becomes a reality, 21
Still another claim which has been aimed at the Japanese is that they
have provided unfair economic competition on the West Coast, This claim,
too, upon careful analysis can be shown to be v/pak and superficial. From
1900 to 1930 many of the Japanese acted as domestic servants, and at wages
higher than that paid other servants^ This fact tended to raise, not lower,
19* Myamoto, Shotaro Frank, "immigrants and Citizens of Japanese Origin",
Annals of the American Acaden^r, September 19ii2. .p, 109
20, UfcWIUiams, Brothers under the Skin
,
op. cit
. p, I62
21, Impounded People
,
op, cit. p, 3b
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existing nnge rates. In the field of business the Japanese rrere largely
confined to providing goods and sem.'’ices to their ovai people T/ho were fre-
quently discriminated against in non-Japanese businesses. In agricultui^e
the Japanese have been especially resented; but that resentment does not
exist because of low wage standards, but because they have been able,
through the industry of the entire family, to produce fruits and vegetables
more cheaply and efficiently than the Caucasian, They have fitted them-
selves into a narrow economy which has provided an opportunity for family
enterprise, v;hich is a Japanese characteristic, Japanese farm vrarkers by
1910 were paid wages frequently higher than those paid any other nation-
ality, Tliey vrere not only considered necessary in the expansion of Cali-
fornia agriculture, but their presence actually contributed to a ’ligher
_22
wage scale in non-agricultural employment.
After looking for a moment at the foregoing anti-Japanese arguments,
it is seen that they are vdiolly lacking in substance. Upon what, then, was
this hostility based? According to Ca^ey T'c..'illiams, it was based on tvro
factors; the failure of the Federal government to adopt an intelligent,
long-range policy for the regulation and control of Japanese immigration
and also the agitation of race purists who looked u|)on the Japanese problem
as singly another Uegro problem, Thev went so far as to declg.re tliat it
23
was a mistake to have given the Uegroes their citizenship. It is these
same purists vJio are s till agitating in favor of taking away the citizen-
ship of the Ilisei,
To blame the Federal go^’-emment for the situation on the ".'est Coast
might be talcing advantage of the use of hindsight, but certainly the atti-
tude of the racist can and must be challenged. If the Federal government
22, Ibid
, p, 158
23 , Ibid, pp, lo2-3
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is at fault for -nhat it did not do in the past, it will be even more at
fault if it does not carry out a can5)aign to inform the Caucasians, and
particularly the pseudo patriots, of the contributions of the Japanese to
the welfare of the entire Vfest Coast*
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CHAPTER IV
CAUSE OF EVACUATION
!• Militaiy Nec.essity
Imraediately after the Japanese forces struck at Pearl Harbor, the FBI
went to work on the West Coast and elsewhere. They arrested on presiden-
tial iTarrants all laiown dangerous eneny aliens who had been under constant
surveillance for many months. These arrests took place the first forty-
eight hours from the time the sneak attack occurred. The FBI also removed
all enemy aliens from strategic spots, such as airfields, defense installa-
tions, etc. By December 11 the IVestem Defense Command was established with
General J, L, DeWitt in full cliarge. During the weeks immediately follo\iing
the Pearl Harbor attack, the attitude of the public toward the resident
Japanese was not hostile, but by January the desire for evacuation began to
grow as Japan continued her string of military successes. At the same time
there was a spreading of false rumors accusing the Japanese of sabotage and
espionage. During the early part of 19k2 many members of Japanese American
families were picked up for questioning. Later Japanese American employees
in State Civil Service were discharged which increased the tension -vrtiich
Was already being felt more strongly each day. The Japanese Americans,
most of whom \vere in their twenties, were forced to carry a terrific burden
which was caused by their concern for the safety of their alien parents,
who by law were ineligible for citizenship, IJany of the young Nisei quit
college in order to be with their parents during those hectic days. There
slow!”- resulted much family splitting and strife. The older members actu-
ally blamed the younger for not obtaining a more secure place in the Ameri-
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can society.
Tlie foUo^Tin^ 5.s a chronological resune of the situation v^hich existed
bet\Teen the attack on Pearl Harbor a nd the couplete evacuation of the Japan-
ese,
On February’’ 13, ipl'P, the '.Vest Coast members of Congress met i.Tith Ilii^
Johnson and at that time framed a resolution demanding the evacuation of all
those of Japanese ancestry and presented this resolution to President Hoes e-
2
velt. On Februar^r 19, the President signed Executive Order IIo, 9066 -wiiicli
authorized the har Department to set up military areas from v/hich any or all
persons could be ecccluded. This authority iias later delegated bjr Secretary
of V.ar Stinson to General DeV.ltt, vfho on T.Iarc’n 2 established by proclamation
i'ilitary Areas 1 and 2, On ITarch 27 j he prohibited all persons of Japanese
ancestry from leaving these areas \fnich included California, Oregon, V/ashing
ton, and part of Arizona. General DeMltt, later by a series of one hijndred
and eight proclamations ordered all those of Japanese descent from these
areas. By June 19^2, all rrere out of Area Ho. 1 (coastal area) and by
J
August If all vrere out of Area Ho, 2,
As TTas mentioned earlier, it is necessary to understand the causes of
the evacuation before a judgment of the evacuation c an be made, fhat, then,
vrere the causes most often given for the evacuation?
The reason most often given for the evacuation is that military neces-
sity demanded such action. If this reason is invalid, then the evacuation
program was a violation of every right the /unerican takes pride in claiming,
Hike i.'asooka. National Secretarjr and Field Executive of the Japanese Ameri-
can Citizens League, in testifying before the Tolan Committee, a Committee
1, Bureau of Sociological P.esearch, Colorado PJLver Vfer Relocation Center,
"The Japanese .’amily in America,” Annals of the /jnerican Academy,
.
September 19h3 p.
2, See Appendix A
3* HcVfilliams, Prejudice
,
op, cit, p, 135
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of the House of Representatives investigating the evacuation program during
the Spring of 19U2, expressed the attitude of the Japanese resident in the
folloTdng words:
If, in the judgment of the nilitarj'' and Federal authori-
ties evacuation of Japanese residents from the V.'est Coast is a
priraaiy step toward assuring the safety of this Hation, we vrLll
have no hesitation in complying Tilth the necessities implicit
in that judgment. Rit, if on the other hand, such eve.cuation
is primarily a measure whose surface urgency cloaks the desires
of political or other pressure groups v/ho want us to leave merely
from motives of self-interest, we feel that we have everjr right
to protest and demand equitable judgment on out merits as Ameri-
can citizens,
4
Since this attitude is representative of that held by most Japanese, it is
vital that the validity of the claim of milita-iy necessity be carefully
analysed.
It cannot be denied that fear of invasion existed. This was eraphasisec
in the report of General DeV.'itt, the Commanding General of the 'Jestem De-
fense Command, dated Ju?,y 19, 19h3» After Pearl Ilarbor, Guam had fallen
December 1^, Hongkong on December 2iith, Uanila on January 2, and Singapore
in February, Our fleet vra,s crippled at Pearl Harbor to a degree kno7;n only
to a very fev;. On February 23, 19 U2, a Japanese sulmiarine r;as reported to
have shelled the California coast near Santa Barbara, Rumors of sabotage
and espionage by Japanese in HaT/aii and on the -.Vest Coast spread rapidly,
although they were later proved false. There is no doubt that De.Vitt's re-
sponsibility was great j and Carey McV.illiams points out that General De’.Titt
must have been haunted by the spectre of Admiral Kinmel and General Short
who had been charged with neglect of duty in Havjaii,
This situation has been vividly described in the 'Jar Relocation Autli-
ority pamphlet Impounded People ,
The Phi2.ippines were going. The enemj’’ Japanese vrere rapidly
pouring through the "'alay jungles v^hich the British had called
1;. !'cllee, Wartime Dxile
,
op. cit
. p, ll;0
3 . Me ..'illjams, ^^rejudice
,
op. ciw
. p .110
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natural fortresses. 'Tno can forget the February evening
vrtien the nev/spapers reported that the residents of Singa-
pore "Were dancing at the Raffles Hotel while waiting for
the Japanese conquerors to enter the lobby? Up in Place-
ville, Califoimia, people in the lobby of the hotel named
after the one in Singapore gathered around the radio to
listen to President Roosevelt’s speech. Even as he talked,
a Japanese submarine fired at the oil tanks near Santa
Barbara. People gossiped that local Japanese had signalled
the submarine. The Commanding General received hundreds of
reports nightly of signal lights visible from the coast,
and of intercepts of unidentified radio transmissions!
The Battle of Java Seas came and vrent, an Allied defeat.
Too little and too late became too familiar, America in
her haste to convert to war was mixed up in her hands and
feet and short-tempered. There was reconversion imenplo^-
ment, shortages, crowding cities, and emptying villages
Another problem vrhich faced those responsible vra.s that of determining
the loyalty or disloyalty of the Japanese residents. According to Shotaro
Miyamoto, "it was the inability to distinguish between loyal and disloyal
Japanese that the Tolan Committee considered the strongest argument in
7
favor of evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry," This is by no
means, however, a valid reason for wholesale evacuation, as is proved by
later reports to the effect that Nazi agents, rather than Japanese resi-
dents were responsible for the acts of espionage which occurred. In Feb-
ruary of 19 U2 Attorney General. Biddle and Secretary of Vfar Stimson announced
that there were no substantial evidences of sabotage anyr/here in the United
States. About the same time the Attomey General of California stated.
"Ue have had no sabotage and no fifth colijmn activity since the beginning
of the Tfar," Since fifth column activity is committed by the residents of
an area, this proves that much activity could not have been carried on by
6, Spicer, E. H, Sc Staff, Impounded People
,
op. cit. p.l6
7, Miyamoto, Shotaro Frank, "Immigrants* and Citizens of Japanese Origin,"
i\nnals of American Acadeny, September 19 h2 p. 112
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the resident Japanese, Hot only did no espionage take place, but it T/ould
have been naturall^^ nore difficult for the resident Japanese than the resi-
dent Germans or Italians because of the latter's inconspicuousness, A per-
son of Japanese descent Tjould be spotted instantly if he were caught near
a strategic area or -installation, v^hile a German or an Italian could go un-
noticed because of his less easily distinguished racial characteristics.
It stands to reason that resident Japanese would ha.ve been the least likely
of all enen^/ aliens (or those of enemy descent) to commit acts of sabotage
or espionage. It is difficult to agree vd.th General De’Jitt "who said that
absence of sabotage rrs.s a "confirming indication that such action “dU. be
.
8
taken," As late as June 13, 1953? the Office of Vfer Information revealed
that the persons 7/ho did the signaling at Pearl Harbor were ITazi agents, and
that no Jaoanese American, eituer in Hawaii or on the ma:.nla.nd, had been con •
vieted of either sabotage or espionage.
Is it so surprising that there vv'ere no acts of disloyalty by the resi-
dent Japanese? Certainly not. Anyone who understands the character of the
Jest Coast Japanese can also understand vjhy they had committed no acts of
disloyalty, Carey LIch’ili.iams has pointed, out the fact that they "showed
from the outset great ^gerness to adopt American vra.ys,,,,In everjr way they
tried to deport themselves in a creditable manner. There was no crime
problem among them (nor has there ever been); and they paid their debts,"
Tliose v;*no were bom in the United. States (which constitutes tvfo-thirds of
them) are completely unfamiliar vdth Japan, They are as j\merican as any
other second generation nationality, ''ilton lisenhower, the director
10
0, U, 5, "ar Department, ’Jestem Defense Command, Final Report
—
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Dvacuation from the '.Vest Coast
,
19l;2, GFO, '.Tashington, D, C, ly^3,
p. 31i
9, Hc'Jillians, Carey, ..hat about our Japanese Americans, .Am, Council,
Institute ofPacific Relations, p7^
10, iTc'Jilliams, Carey, Brothers Under the Skin, Q uoted in Outcasts, op. cit
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of the War Relocation Authority told a congressional committee, "The second
generation born in this country have attended only American schools -with
other American children. They have learned the democratic way. They know
no other way, ilany of them are in the American am^. ...Most of them can
10
speak no other language but ours. They are thoroughly Americanized,"
The fact that the character of the resident Japanese is inconsistent
T/ith disloyalty can be proved by incident after incident illustrating their
devotion to .\merica. McWilliams says, "In no single instance did they fail
to cooperate with the authorities" v/ho vrere relocating them, "On the con-
trary, they helped install most of the facilities in the centers and immedi-
ately relieved the authorities of a major share of the administrative bur-
11
den of providing food and shelter for 100,000 people," McYfilliams also
points out that "TJhen vrord was released of the execution of the American
flyers in Tokyo, the Nisei soldiers in training at Camp Shelby bought
$100,000 in war bonds in a sinc^le day to demonstrate how they felt about
12
this act of barbarism." The follo’.ving is from an editorial on the execu-
tion of the /American flyers printed in the Pacific Citizen
,
the nevrapaper
of the Japanese Merican Citizens League:
V.'e know today the nature of the brutal enemy we face
across the Pacific, and this knou'ledge should serve to in-
tensify our efforts to achieve a speedy and complete victory,
Tne /American people vrill not hook a negotiated end to this
war. There can be no peace vdth murderers, V/'e must and vdll
gain unconditional surrender of our axis enemies. The enemy
win give no quarter, and the salvation of our v/ay of life
rests on complete and irrevocable military victory,
10. Outcasts
,
op, cit, p, 13
11# >'Aiat aboui our Japanese .Americans
,
on, cit. o, 13
12 . Tbid
. p, 26
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One further quotation should illustrate more adequately than any other
the extent to which the thinking of the Nisei has been divorced from the in-
habitants of Japan, Said a Japanese industrialist in Japan of the Japanese
American visiting Japan, "They're too individualistic* They can't learn
filial piety and loyalty to the Emperor, I do not hire Nisei, The food
doesn't suit them; they expect central heating. And they don't suit me*
My employees must do Tiihat they’re literally told to do* Nisei Twant to
learn everything that's going on and make suggestions about what they think
they've learned in the States* Thev may look Japanese to you* They don't
..
13
to me*"
As further indication of their loyalty, there were many incidents where
Japanese Americans gave much needed information to intelligence officers*
Galen Fisher quotes an intelligence officer who wrote him August 8, 19U2:
"I personally know at least fifteen intelligence officers vdio have received
continual aid from the group of loyal and patriotic Nisei attached to each,
and have in consequence been of great service to the United States in ob-
taining information regarding disloyrl and suspicious Japanese, There are
lU
inuraerable cases I could give you," Fisher also quotes from Joseph Dris-
coll who wrote the following in the New York Herald Tribune January 31}
19li3: "These slant-eyed young Americans (of Japanese descent) have thrown
the fear of God and the FBI into their elders and made it plain that treason
would not be tolerated and would be reported to the highest authorities*,,
many patriotic Japanese have turned in suspects of their own race and even
of their own families,"
Taking into consideration the foregoing it is not difficult to under-
stand Tfliy military necessity was not a valid reason for the evacuation*
13* Randau k Zugsmith, The Setting Sun of Japan, Random House, New York
19U2 p* 99
lii* Fisher, Galen, A Balsince Sheet on Japanese Evacuation
,
Committee on Am*
Principles and Fair Play* Berkeley 19 U3 p. 5
15* Ibid * pp* 5 and 6
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There is no doubt of the existence of fear and h3rsteria, but it can not be
denied that such fear vra.s unfounded. There is a very little evidence -rfiich
shows that the responsible authorities made an effort to queU hysteria be-
yond the first few weeks. There was apnarently no attempt upon the part
of the state a nd Federal Governments to attack the false rumors at their
source~the economic and pseudo-patriotic groups which were so intensely
active in their spreading of anti-Japanese American propaganda. True,
Attorney General Biddle made severe pleas for sanity, but there is no evid-
ence available that either he or others in high places openly attacked, the
rJative Sons of the Golden ITest, American Legion, and the various Shipper-
Grower Associations. Says LIcTn.lliams, "The fact that the military author-
ities had never contemplated mass evacuation until public agitation began
to develop in favor of the idea indicates that they did not regard the
16
risk as serious." in fact It is interesting to note that in the October 11,
I9 I4I issue of Colliers , Jim Marshall made the statement in an article on
the Vfest Coast Japanese that in case of war there would be some demand in
California for concentration cai;?)S for those of Japanese ancestry, but the
Array, Navy, and FBI "opinion, based on intensive and continuous investiga-
tion, is that the situation is not dangerous and that, whatever happens,
there is not likely to be arrjr trouble. V/ith this opinion West Coast news-
paper men, in touch with the problem for years, agree almost unanimously."
If, then, this was the situation only two months prior to Pearl Harbor, why
was the evacuation carried out? Could it be that factors other than those
concerned with the problem of national security were at work? Could it be
that these factors created the hysteria of early l$hZ ‘v^ich roresulted in the
evacuation? Could be.
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II. Protective Custody
A second reason given for the evacuation was that of protective cus-
tody. Because of the anti-Japanese feeling which had existed on the vfest
Coast for some time and also the war hysteria, it was felt that the Japan-
ese residents would be attacked by the unthinking members of the society.
There can be no denying the fact that there existed much hostility toward
the Japanese residents, but certainly it was not intense enough to cause
open violence except in possibly a very few minor incidences, Carey
Mcalilliams claims that there were only two incidents of violence; the first
December 27, 19l4-j which was a fight between Japanese Americans and Fili-
17
pinos in Stockton, California, and on January 1, 19h2, unknown persons
18
fired shots at a Japanese American in Gilroy, McWilliams asks, "If there
was a real danger of mob violence, then why did the military authorities
on the "iYest Coast take no steps to allay hysteria, ,,as were taken in
19
Hawaii,,,?" The best comment on the question of protective custody the
author has seen is from a paraplCLet put out by the American Council on Public
.Affairs entitled "The Displaced Japanese Americans", They say, "The doc-
trine of ’protective custody' could prove altogether too convenient a wea-
pon in raar^ other situations. In California, a state vrLth a long history
of race hatred and vigilanteism, antagonism is already building against
the Negroes who have come in for war jobs, ^Vhat is to prevent their removal
to jails, to 'protect them' from riots? Or Negroes in Detroit, Jevra in
Boston, Mexicans in Texas? The possibilities of 'protective custody' are
. 20
endless as the Nazis have amply proved,"
17* Sacramento Bee
,
December 27, 19lA
18, Los Angeles Times
,
April 2ii,15U3
19, V/hat about our Japanese Americans? op, cit, pp, 8 and 9
20, American Council on Public Affairs, The Displaced Japanese-Amerjeans ,
pp, 19 and 20, Originally appeared in Fortune ^fegazine, April 19liII
under the title "Issei, Nisei, and Kibei,
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These two quotations demonstrate the fact that first the removal under
these grounds was umra-rranted and unnecessary, and second, they were con-
trary to all the principles for which the last war was fought* If a commun-
ity commits acts of violence against a minority group, such a situation can-
not be settled by confining the members of the minority unless they are so
confined permanently, because when they are released the animosity will not
only still be present, but it will be greatly intensified. This fact is
obvious in the case of the Japanese Americans who found a hostile attitude
existing in the states between the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains
where many of them went while the evacuation was on a voluntaiy basis. The
attitude of the citizens in those states was one of suspicion toward those
wiio were considered too dangerous to remain on the coast. They seemed to
say, "If these Japanese Americans are dangerous on the coast, then they must
be dangerous in Colorado, New Mexico, etc," There can be no denying the
truth of McvYilliams statement when he says, "The fact that the evacuation
was ordered,,. is now being cited as proof of the disloyal character of this
-
21
entire group," YiTith this kind of situation it isn't difficult to see what
the results of protective custody are. An entire segment of the American
citizenry has been placed under a cloud of suspicion vrtiich is certain to
produce undesirable repercussions. The vast myriad of post war problems
caused by such a doctrine will be dealt with later, but it is easy to see
what these problems are and how they have been created, Galen Fisher quotes
Senator Ch andler, head of a subcommittee of the Committee on liilitary
/iffairs investigating the relocation centers, "They are breeding hatred,
22
enmity, and trouble for the country in the future,"
21. y^t about our Japanese Americans ? op. cit , p. 11
22. Fisher, Balance Sheet op, cit , p,
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lll« Pressure for Evacuation
The great price tThich would have to be oaid for "protective custody"
T/as obviously so great that it is unthinkable that it was the primaiy cause
for the evacuation. There is, however, one other reason for this mass
movement of American citizens which has only been considered* That is the
matter of pressure—economic, social (or racial), and political* It was
not admitted by those in authority at the time that selfish economic and
political interests plus unadux'Derated racism had any thing to do with
the evacuation, but the amount of evidence existing to show that such was
the case is tremendous* As far as the economic interests are concerned
they testified before the Tolan Committee that they could get along v/ithout
the Japanese* As Bradiord Smith has pointed out, "They goz along very well*
A few months later their organ, the Vfestern Grower and Shipper
,
was chortl-
ing over the high price of vegetables. In Southern California alone consunw*
ers paid ten million dollars more for their perishable vegetables in 19 h2
than in the year before the Japanese had been removed, and received ten
23
thousand truckloads less.” Granted that there was some inflation, it was
certainly not great enough to account for such a rise* Further indication
that the evacuation was economically unsound from the standpoint of the war
effort is the comparison vrith conditions in Hawaii. Here the J^jpanese pro-
duced 90% of the food raised. Because of the liberal policy wiiich was pin*-
sued, they were able to make this tremendous contribution to defense,whereas
on the mainland the evacuation withdrew 1;5,000 adult workers at a loss of
seventy million dollars the first year. The relocation cost an additional
seventy million dollars * This loss, however, was incured not by the economic
interests but by the consumers* It is not difficult to see how under such
23* Smith, Bradford, "Experiment in Racial Concentration", Far Eastern
Survey
,
Jiay 17, 19l|6, p. 21^
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such conditions the Caucasian agriculturalists benefited tremendously by
the evacuation. One very bitter evacuee had the foUor/ing to say about
such treatment, "You can't tell me anything about military necessity in
connection -with evacuation,,.. One man doTm in Imperial Valley broadcast
how much of a menace and danger the Japanese were. His brother was running
up and down the Valley buying up Japanese land cheaply. In Ilorthem
California they let the Japanese put in all their crops. Then about three
days before harvest, when the Japanese had put in all the work and money,
they discovered a 'military necessity' and evacuated them. Others got the
2h
benefit of their investment and efforts, lir, Austin E, Anson who was sent
to Vrashington immediately after Pearl Harbor to lobby for evacuation in
behalf of the Shipper-Grower Association of Salinas, California, said, in
all frankness, "We're charged with wanting to get rid of the Japs for sel-
fish reasons, Vfe might as well be honest, '.Te do. It's a question of
whether the white man lives on the Pacific Coast or the brown man," One
of the most important reasons the agricultural interests favored mass evac-
uation was the fact that prices of farm produce were rising and would rise
even higher if the Japanese were evacuated. The Caucasian groups would get
not only higher prices for their farm produce, but they had a good oppor-
tunity to increase their land holdings by acq\iiring the land to be abandonet
by the Japanese, Also the evacuation would eliminate the potential con^e-
tition the Japanese were offering for the future because of their ambition
and high level of education. The young Nisei refused to be confined as
their parents had been; and therefore, they were developing plans for ex-
26
pansion. The restrictions placed upon the Japanese were of a tremendous
advantage to these farm associations, "All licenses for business trans-
2lt, Li^ounded People
,
’.V. R, A,, V/ashington, 19 U6, p, 36
2^. y^t about oy Japyiese Americans? op. cit , p. 11
26, bV.Villiams, Preju^ce, op, cit ^ pp, 12Y-i:^
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actions held by alien Japanese vreve revoked by the Treasurj^ Department,
The FBI forbade travel by alien Japanese and American-born Japanese alike.
The resiilt of these orders was that business came to a standstill for the
27
alien Japanese, and movement was drastically curtailed for all Japanese,”
One Trriter has vnritten of his contempt for such economic groups T/iio benefitec
so tremendously from the raisfortunes of the Japanese, The real enemies of
jbnerica are those vjho emphasized the military necessity for evacuation for
the sole purpose of disposing of a minority v;hose property they wished to
23
seize and Trfiose competition they wished to eliminate. The use of the econonu
groups of the press for selfish purposes vra.s brought out by Shotaro I^iyaraoto
in his article already cited. He says;
Newspapers headlined garbled reports of sabotage by Japanese
at Pearl Harbor, and gave scant space to the denial of sabotage
repoiiied by Captain A, Gabrielson, Chief of the Honolulu Police,
Seattle papers headlined the arrest a nd indictment of tvro Nisei
la'vw,''ers v/ho were charged with acting as agents of the Japanese
government v/ithout license from the United States government,
Tlie charges preferred against the men and the reports of the two
trials gave the irpression that these men had committed gross
acts of treason of wiiich their guilt v;as certain; „but their
acquittal by white juries .. .received brief notice. There is some
evidence that economically and politically motivated persons and
groups employed this agitation for their own ends,29
Another type of pressure v;hich contained considerable strength was from
the racists vdio had been cari’ying on anti-Oriental activities for decades.
It Tas consistent of them to be among the most vehement in this drive to
evacuate the Japanese, It is important to bear in mind that the people of
California and other parts of the ’.Test Coast were not insistent upon evacua-
tion until mass hysteria ha.d been aroused by the racist groups and individual 5
According to the San Francisco Chronicle
,
’’The supposed 'lijrsteria' over enemy
27, Miyamoto, op, cit
, p. 111
23, Bennett, John C., Touchstone of Democracy
,
Coiincil for Social Action
of the Congregational Christian Churches, 19 U2 pp. 8-9
29 , Miyamoto, oy^, cit , p, 112
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aliens and their descendants scarcely exists among the people themselves,
but the excitement is visible almost entirely in political and Journalistic
Quarters, .. .Tliey are seeking to capitalize on a supposed excitement of others30
\fnich is mostly a figment of their oTJn imagination,” At the time of the
attack on Pearl Harbor there vra.s no suggestion that evacuation take place,
nor TJas it recommended by the '.Test Coast Congressional delegation until more
than tT/o months thereafter. In fact it ttus actually carried out after the
Battle of Midvray, vdien all danger to the Coast v/as ended. These facts indi-
cate that the hysteria on the '.Test Coast v/as not spontaneous but originated
.31
by those pressure groups -which had the most to gain from it.
The exan^les of racist feeling are numerous. One of "the most vehement
attacks on the Japanese came from Henry I'cLeraore, columnist for the Hearst
papers. On January 29, I9I4.2, he -wrote:
V/hy treat the Japs -well here? They take the parking posi-
tions, They get ahead of you in the stair^ line at the post
office, Tiiey have their share of seats on the bus and street-
car lines,,,, I an for immediate removal of every Japanese on
the '.Vest Coast to a point deep in the interior, I don’t mean
a nice pa.rt of the interior either, .. .Let ’em be pinched,
’mirt, hungry, and dead up against it,.,,p
J’apanese, And that goes for all of -them.
1'^sona.Li.y, 1 na-&e i-ne
On -January 22, 19^2, Congressman Leland Ford of California launched the cam-
paign ”to move ail Japanese, native born and alien, to concentration camps,”
35
Hoger Bald^Tin of the .^erican Civil. Liberties Union v/rote in September,
19li2, tl-iat it v/as not unreasonable -bo assume tha.t the chief motives for the
evacuation vrere far removed from militaiy necessity. Implications of fear
1 and prejudice filled the report of the ToIan Comr.iittee, Tiie Senate had be-
' fore it a bill to intern for the duration all those of Japanese ancestry’-,
I
30. Bditorial, San Francisco Chronicle
,
February 6, 19 o2
31. Smith, Bradford, "The Great Jnerican Sv/indle,” Common Ground, V.'inter
!
19li7 p, 3h
32. Quoted by Foote, on. cib, p, 6
33. Ibid, p, 6
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It vras promoted by the same forces—the American Legion,
Veterans of Foreign 'Tars, Native Sons of, the Golden '.Test, and
other self-appointed patriots—-which backed the Federal
Court of San Francisco a sliameless and so far unsuccessful
suit to deprive of citizenship all native born Japanese, on the
false notion that they still ovre allegience to Japan,
Faldwin, Roger, "Japanese .Americans and the "
Vol. p.
Asia
,
September 19l;2,
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CHAPTER V
ADMnilSTRATION OF THE WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITT
! Events leading to Creation of the ''//RA
During January and February of 19h2 anti-Japanese sentiment on the
West Coast became increasingly stronger* The "VTar hysteria which existed
largely because of rumors later proved false caused everyone to see in all
persons of Japanese ancestry potential saboteurs to the American cause*
Vfithin two months after the attack on Pearl Harbor considerable pressure
was exerted to evacuate from the 'West Coast all persons of Japanese descent,
alien and citizen alike* This pressure was finally made effective on Feb-
ruary 19, 19^2 vdien President Roob evelt signed Executive Order No* 9066
which empowered the Am^r to designate areas from which "any or a 11 persons
may be excluded*"
On March 2, General John L De’Witt, Commanding General of the Western
Defense Command, issued Public Proclamation No.l designating Military Area
No* 1 consisting of the western half of Washington, Oregon and California,
and the southern portion of Arizona* Military i\rea No* 2 was later estab-
lished as including the remainder of these states.
In the beginning General DeYfitt advised all persons of Japanese ances-
try to move voluntarily out of the restricted areas* He en^jhasized that it
was their patriotic duty to leave the prescribed Military areas* As a result
many thousands moved into the Plateau States, but the results were pathetic*
The neighboring states refused to accept these refugees because the Array
had discredited them in the eyes of all America, The people in the Plateau
States took the attitude that since the Japanese were asked to leave the
West Coast, they were ipso facto of great danger to the security of the
rIIOITAOOiaJI HA?: *50 nOIT.^HTBBlI'iaft
/Jf 5iii. 1o no‘:^£QtZ o'' 3ra;bj56Tl ectnev.. .1
or>':J- ao oaenfkiBl.-ictrs S;!<>X "o yxEJ.-icre'^ y^Bunrl. iqaI-u/C'
bo^axxa,. rio^p-vr Ejiy.acJ-e’V^ri erfT , loyrrotv-^-a \:f,w5r,9'Xon.?: 9j?£0£icf ^a;;o0,-.i3€''
11b n± OSS Oy enoy'iS'Vo rjoeirso ss.Qjl b^TO'iq TocfB! stroriirr 7o eBx/,so9<j vIo^Ti?!
,oei'B0 tij}ot'TO'^.' 9n’v e'jXJOwodss XjPi.inC';toq 'losoor.s ossn^q^T,- lo anos'ioq
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United States, The Tolan Committee investigating the evacuation in May,
19 said, "The statement "Was repeated again and again by communities out-
side the military areas, »If they are not good eno-i;^h for California, thev
, 1
are not good enough for us*" Many Japanese found themselves stranded be-
cause the inhabitants would not sell them gasoline for their cars. Many
were arrested to avoid violence. The war-bred fears and prejudices soon
made it apparent that the original plans of voluntary evacuation would have
to be revised. This decision was also made necessary because of the feeling
that time was of the essence in the evacuation program. There were also
problems of finance, property disposal, and employment •vdiich made it manda-
tory that some sort of carefully devised program be created.
It must be understood tliat up to this time the ArrrQr’s obligation was
that of evacuation. It was not concerned v/ith the much greater problem
of resettlement. It was felt that the custody of the evacuees should be
the concern of a civilian rather than a military agency. It was as a result
of this attitude that on Inarch 18, 19 U2, the V/ar Relocation Authority ms
created by the President’s signing of Executive Order No, 9102, The Direc-
tor of the ATIA was "authorized and directed to formulate and effectuate a
program for the removal, from the areas designated from time to time by the
Secretary of War or appropriate Military Commander under the authority of
Executive Order No, 9066 of February 19, 19 U2, of all the persons or classes
of persons designated under such Executive Order, and for their relocation
maintenance, and supervision,"
II, Functions of the VfRA
According to the original plans the VJRA would have three principle
functions:
1, U, S, Congress, House Report No, 212U, 77th Congress, 2nd Session,
ISay 13, 19U2
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(l) it vrould provide financial aid for Japanese required
to move out of the military area but unable to do so be-
cause of lack of funds; (2; it would establish a great
many small work can^s similar to the Civilian Conserva-
tion Corps can^js and scattered through the States west of :
the Mississippi River with the employable popifLation living
j
in camp and working chiefly on farms in the surrounding i
neighborhood; and (3) it vrould establish a group of way-
stations, possibly as many as 50 holding 1,000 to 1,^00
people to "serve as dispersion points from which evacuees i
could relocate to jobs in urban centers or on farms. '
As soon as the liIRA office was set up in San Francisco, it began to re-
ceive calls daily from stranded and ill-treated Japanese who had left the
V/est Coast areas voluntarily. People in the Plateau States also reported
they had discovered "escaped evacuees" v/hich indicated that the people did
not understand the status of these evacuees. This feeling that they were
criminals made it necessary that a clear understanding be reached as t o the
situation existing. The first action taken by the "i/i/R/l as a result of the
problems arising from the voluntary evacuation was to recommend to General
DevVitt that he stop all further movement. This was done v/hen DeV^itt issued
Public Proclamation No. 1; on March 27 which forbade further movement after
l.larch 29 •
It was about this time that plans were being made for a revision of the
evacuation policies. It was becoming more apparent that con5>ulsory evacua-
tion would be required so after all movement was forbidden, plans were made
for the setting up of temporary shelters until the more permanent relocation
centers could be established. It was at this point the IrYartime Civil Con-
!
tro5- Administration set up assembly centers in converted fair grounds, race
{
I
tracks, etc. It vras into sixteen assembly centers that the Japanese were
first moved, and there they remained until the ten relocation centers were
constructed from California to Arkansas.
2. The Relocation Program, Yfar Relocation Authority, ’Washington, D. C.,W p. 5 —
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Because of the many problems which had arisen through misunderstanding
the evacuees position a meeting was held April 7, 19 k2, at Salt Lake City
to explain the situation to the governors and attorneys general of those
states in which the evacuation program would be carried out. At this meet-
ing Milton S, Eisenhower, Director of the Y/RA, explained the program of the
V/RA and expressed hope that the cooperation of the various states involved
could be obtained in the carrying out of this vast endeavor.
The conference, however, proved very disappointing because the attitud
}
of the governors and attomeys general was unsympathetic to the plans pre-
sented. Many felt that a program of concentration camps was necessary
rather than the program as outlined by Mr* Eisenhower. They were opposed to
allovdng the Japanese to settle, purchase land, or enter private business
in their states* Some regarded the entire program as a means of dumping un-
desirables in the interior states. Some even refused to recognize that the
Japanese citizens had any rights.
As a result of these attitudes the original functions of the V/RA were
abandoned and a carefully plajined detention program was devised* It was
not long before the major goal of the wRA was to provide temporary living
facilities for the evacuees and as rapidly as possible completely relocate
them into normal private life. Since they were being evacuated because of
their possible disloyalty, there were no grounds for continued detention
once their loyalty could be established; therefore, part of the V/RA program
was to screen the evacuees to separate loyal from disloyal. The YfRA also
had to create a system vriiich v/^ould make possible the release of all those
7/ho were considered loyal and ?/ho also could show that they had a place to
go and would be received vrithout danger of violence.
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III* Seasonal and Permanent Leave Policies
It is interesting to note that just as the 'JRA announced publicly that ijji
would send the evacuees from the assembly centers into relocation centers,
requests began to pour in for the release of Japanese to work in the sugar
beet fields and in other types of agriculture* Such requests were directly
inconsistent with the policies decided upon as a result of the Governor's
conference in Salt Lake City; but it soon became apparent that due to the
agricultural interests insisting upon this help, the Governors were forced
to reverse their stand* As a result the V/RA worked out a program of sea-
sonal leave with the county officer's and the Army since most of the
evacuees were still in the assembly centers under Army control* /Vlthough
the evacuees vrere reluctant to volunteer for agricultural work even at
prevailing wages because of the fear of public hostility, by the end of
June about l500 workers had been recruited*
Seasonal leaves for agricultural work vrere not the only leaves granted,
Some young people were permitted to leave the coastal area for the purpose
of continuing college studies* "By September 30, a total of 11(3 colleges,
universities, and junior colleges had been approved for student relocation
- 3
by both the Y/ar and IJavy Departments*"
Although the leaves already referred to were of a seasonal nature,
the Y/RA Was also making plans to carry out a permanent leave policy in
keeping T/ith its goal of returning the Japanese to a normal life as quickly
as possible* The first set of permanent leave regulations was drawn up
July 20, 19 h2, and permitted leaves to only those who had not lived or
studied in Japan and who had definite offers of en^jloyment outside of the
jurisdiction of the vrestem Defense Command* At this time the majority of
3* Ibid, p. 111
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evacuees were still in assembly centers under Array control and many permits
requested by the ViRA were refused by the Am^, Many remained under Army
control until November, As the leave program progressed more liberal poli-
cies were adopted and on October 1 a new set of regulations came into effect
Tdiich permitted leave for broader sections of the population. Under these
regulations, three types of leave vrere established; (1) short-term leave
vrtiich made it possible for evacuees to spend a few weeks consulting a medi-
cal specialist or tending to other personal matters, (2) work-group leave
\’rtiich consisted of seasonal agricultural work, and (3) indefinite leave
which was granted to any evacuee who could meet four specific requirements;
(a) the applicant for such leave had to have a definite
offer of a job or some other means of support
(b) there must be no evidence in the applicant's record
either at the relocation center or with the several Federal
intelligence services indicating that he would endanger the
national security
(c) there had to be reasonable evidence that the appli-
cant’s presence would not be unacceptable in the community
in yhich he planned to live, and
(d) the applicant, had to agree to keep ViRA informed of
any change of address,^
IV, Early Progress of the Relocation Program
The program to relocate the evacuees into normal life did not produce
the results expected. The time taken to release the evacuees and place
them in interior cities on their own was much longer than had been previously
thought necessary. It is important to analyze the reasons for these unsatis-
factory results because in them can be seen the existence of the many complex
factors vrtiich had to be taken into consideration in this massive experiment
U, Ibid , p, 17
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in the control of hximan lives.
One of the primary reasons for the slow progress uvas the amount of
red tape which existed in the leave clearance procedure. All applications
for release were assembled at the centers and later sent to Washington,
There they were sent to the various intelligence agencies to be checked
against the files. These agencies reviewed the a pplications thoroughly
and then sent them back to the center either approved or disapproved. The
time consumed in this procedure not only delayed the release of deserving
evacuees but also was a contributing factor to the existence of low morale
among mai^ throughout the relocation centers.
There were also many psychological factors involved, iiany evacuees
were afraid to face what they were certain would be a hostile public. Many
stories of violence and anti-Japanese activity had reached the centers—oft© i
greatly exaggerated but nonetheless effective in its terror. Also many
Japanese were intensely bitter because of their evacuation, loss of property
and detention; and as a result of this bitterness, they refused to leave
the centers until they would be permitted to return to their original homes
in the evacuated area. This bitterness also made itself felt in the reactio] l
to the call for volunteers to form a Nisei combat team. From Hawaii where
no evacuation WaS employed the local draft boards were swamped by 10,000
volunteers while from the ten relocation centers there came only 1,$00 vol-
unteers, Other psychological problems existed due to the great amount of
misinformation which was spread throughout the centers by trouble makers
and some who had become leaders and wished to ma.intain that leadership v/hich
would be of less importance as the number of evacuees in each center decreas
Still another reason for the slow progress of the relocation program
was the attitude of the Caucasian staff members. Some looked upon all Jap-
anese as enemies; and therefore, regarded themselves as jailers. Thus they
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T/ere opposed to the release of any evacuees. Some staff members were ove»-
sympathetic to the extent that they expressed their fear of the unpleasant-
ness wiiich they felt the evacuees would have to face upon their release,
i;
This attitude was well meant but it did not add to the solution of the
j
1
many relocation problems, A fevf staff members were concerned witli holding
j
their jobs. They opposed release because they realized as the centers’
population decreased so would their positions be eliminated,
A fourth very inportant reason for this problem of relocation was the
poor location of the centers in relation to the job opportunities in the
I'id-west and East. The contacts vjere poor betw een the center inhabitants
and the employers vriio needed them. As a result, the evacuees were ignorant
not only of Yftiat jobs existed buu also what the working and living condi-
tions would be where the jobs were located,
i
I
One other problem which hindered relocation visls the lack of sufficient
i
funds needed by the evacuees to start a new life outside the center. This i
was particularly serious because many inhabitants of the centers had become
dependent on the care they were getting, and they were reluctant to surren-
der the security that center life provided,
^
It is important that all these factors plus others be taken into con-
sideration Trtien the slow progress of the relocation program is analyzed,
V, Later Progress of the Relocation Program
The problems faced by the LHA were gigantic; therefore, it is in the
light of these difficult conditions that the progress made later by the VffiA
can be truly appreciated. In overcoming these barriers the VIRA adopted a
four point program; (l) the establishment of field offices in key Mid-
western and Eastern cities to contact employers and develop widespread com-
' munity acceptance of evacuees, (2) the creation of a large scale registra-
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tion program carried out at the centers in February and March 19ii3 ivhich
vras designed to speed leave clearance procedures by collecting in one opera-j
tion the personal data on all evacuee residents over l6 years of §ge neces-
sary before leave applications' could be approved, (3) the setting up of a
policy of limited cast grants to needy evacuees, and (U) the decentrali-
zation of leave clearance machinery so that the majority of evacuees could
be released by the center concerned Tdthout the need to refer the case to
5
V/ashington,
It is largely the carrying out of these policies that consumed most of
the time of the VJRA for the remainder of the relocation program. In the
first place the Y/RA. set up by the end of 19 forty-two field offices from
Spokane to Boston. There were two types: area offices and district offices
There -were eight of the foimier covering large geographical areas with head-
quarters in Salt Lake City, Denver, Kansas City, Chicago, Little Rock, Clevejj-
land. New York, and Boston, The functions of both area and district offices
were basically the same. As explained by the "vVar Relocation Authority
report:
They served to provide the public in local areas vd.th infor-
mation about evacuees and the 'ijRA, They solicited job offers,
analyssed them and forwarded satisfactory ones to the relocation
centers* They provided the V/RA with important information on
public attitudes toward Japanese Americans in communities where
relocation was conten5)lated* They fostered the establishment
of new resettlement committees and collaborated with those
already in existence to help resettling evacuees in a.wide
variety of ways to become satisfactorily established.^
About the time the leave clearance registration was being considered,
the ITar Department decided to recruit volunteers to form a Nisei combat
team. Since much of the information to be gathered by the leave registra-
tion would be of value in the recruitment program, both policies were
carried out simultaneously during February and l<!arch of 19l3« The results
5* Ibid , pp. 18-19
6, Ibid* p, 21
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It was expected that the residents v/ould welcoine the opportunity to
restore citizenship rights, but instead they were hostile. The explanation
for the existence of this hostility provides further light on the problems
permeating the entire evacuation program. Here again can be seen the social
and economic factors 'nliich must alvra,ys be taken into consideration before
human life is regulated.
In the first place the residents quicicly resented the p^lnns to form
an all Ilisei team, Vihy Tias segregation necessary'-? Many felt they were
being forced to volunteer as their "patriotic duty," There was also much
misunderstanding which arose as the result of a question in the registration
form vfhich asked if they Tfould be T/illing to serve in the armed services.
Did this mean volunteer or vrilling to serve if drafted? YiTiat would be the
repercussions of a negative answer? Proof of disloyalty? Many resented the
pressure v/hich was being placed on the residents by recruiting sergeants.
Most important of all was the anxiety vrhich prospective volunteers experi-
enced over Tihat would become of their Issei parents if they should die in
battle. Parents could not inherit property in states in evacuated areas.
Could they get the G, I, allotments? The dependence of the Issei on their
sons made the question of military'- service a much more serious one for the
Hisei than it v/as for his counterpart in the Caucasian race. An irporbant
question on the registration form which presented a problem vra.s v;hether or
not the applicant ^Tould renounce his Japanese citizenship, Tliis meant for
i
the Issei the renouncing of the onH.y citizenship they possessed. For those
I
of dual citizenship it meant denouncing Japanese citizenship in the face of
i
much ‘Jest Coast activity b;r pseudo-patriotic societies to have the .American
I
citizenship taken from all persons of Japanese descent. It is little wonder
i that the registration and recruitment procedure should be met 7D.th hostility,
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The policy of making grants to needy residents "whose applications for
indefinite leave "were approved "was adopted in March of 19ij3* It ivas pro-
vided only to evacuees going out to take jobs and did not include students
or those with independent means* The rules were modified from time to time
in order to make the most out of the limited fimds of the l^VRA*
The policy of decentralization proved effective because it greatly
accelerated the handling of indefinite leave clearances thus giving the
center officials the opportunity to control the timing of the movement of
the residents and also gave them time to mold favorable public opinion
in the communities receiving the evacuees* The in5)ortance of this move can
hardly be exaggerated when the reception given the early volunteer evacuees
is recalled*
Although there had been repeated modification of the relocation polic-
ies to provide for greater efficiency, the program as a whole was relatively
unsuccessful* Up until July 1, 19h3 less thian 10,000 people had been re-
settled* Vfith increased efforts another 6,000 were resettled during the
last half of 1910 and an additional 10,000 were resettled during the first
half of 19 111;# Out of the original group of approximately 110,000, the
number finally relocated into normal life vias not large* Toward late 19lili
the job of relocation became more difficult because the young, adventurous
residents had seized the opportxmity to begin a nev; life outside, and as a
result the centers were occupied by the older residents viho -vTere getting
accustomed to center life and did not vdsh to leave* In the case of those
with large families, they were afraid of the insecurity v/nich existed out-
side* They doubted if they would be able to support their dependents as
well as they were being supported by the Government* Apathy and complacency
began to set in and as a result the center life became demoralizing* It
tended to "disintegrate the fibre of a people vriio had, previous to evacua-
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7
tion, been usually self-reliant, sturdy, and independent," The effect of
this life on everyone, especially the children, caused the Y.lL't officials
to make repeated pleas to the 4rmy urging the earliest possible rescinding
of the general exclusion order.
Finally on December 17, 19 hh^ the hestem Defense Command rescinded
the exclusion order, to become effective Januaiy 2, 19h^» hliat follov/ed
Tias a complete surprise to the ViHA vdiich had made detailed plans to stem
the rapid flo^ of residents to their original homes. 'iThat occurred vra,s not
a disorganized, uncontrolled rush to the evacuated areas, but rather there
existed a definite reluctance on the part of the Japanese to leave the cen-
ters, It Tjas not long before the realized they liad to conduct a selling
job again. This time it v/as an atteirpt to sell the V<est Coast to the evac-
uees, and sell the evacuees to the 'Jest Coast in precisely the same manner
that the selling Job was done in Eastern cities during the early stages of th b
relocation policies. This ’.vas the final phase of the YiPJi program,
Tnis problem faced by the \'fRA and the evacuees was welTI. expressed bj'-
the high school girl in one center who said, "This is a toTm. You can't
close a toiTn. " This became quite believeable when opposition to closing
spread throughout the centers, T'eetings vrere held protesting the "new
evacuation," I.Iany were "imrelocatablcs" and, therefore, were entirely de-
pendent upon the Covernment, There also came back to the centers many stories
of hostility toward those ivho had returned—barns vrere burned, night riders
shot into the homes of newly returned families, the American Legion
erased the names of Nisei soldiers from the honor roll in Hood River, Ore-
gon, etc.
7 . The Relocation Frogram
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o;’, cit, p . I|6
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In spite of this problem, however, contacts v/ith the ’iVest Coast vrere
sloTJiy being established* One excellent method of such contact was through
"scouts," Evacuees would return to their former communities, interview
people, see what the chances for a successful return vrould be, etc., then
they would go back to the center and tel3. their friends vrhat they had
learned. This system did much to lessen the fears of those who vrere reluc-
tant to leave the center. Slowly nunors of hostility subsided and actual
accounts of successful reestablisliment increased. By the suimner of 19h^
large scale embarkings vrere being carried out. It t<d.s not long before
the evacuees began to look upon their retirrn nostalgically. The question
"V/hen are you going?" was asked frequently. Eventually the time came when
first one center then another closed. By December all were closed but
Tule Lake w’hich contained those considered to be disloyal, "Ilanzanar,
Boston, Gila, Minidoka, Granada, Topaz, RohT/er, Jerome had become names
on the land, to crop up here a.nd there on beauty parlors, social clubs,
_
8
barber shops and cafes all over America,"
Tule Lake vjhich had been a hotbed of confusion and conflicting atti-
tudes—and which, incidentally, is a thesis topic in itself—remained open
for a few months later. Although it was called the "dislo^'ul" center, it
became again a relocation center as its residents v;ere faced v/ith opportun-
ities for release. It became necessary to face concrete and realistic
alternatives. Finally a small contingent of 1;00 who had renounced their
U, S, citizenship or loyalty to the U, S, was taken involuntarily to intern-
ment, "And after a fevf final resettlers heard of their releases in the
eleventh hour, the perimeter lights went out on a refugee world which had
begim its pilgrimage for security in Fresno, Salinas, or Los Angeles, and
9
traveled far in dreams and hopes only to return." 1
8. Spicer, E. H,, op. cit. p. 208
9. Ibid, p, 217
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CI-L\?TER VI
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE I7;ACUATI0H
!To study of the civil rights in the evacuation program would be complete
vdthout a discussion of the sociological aspects involved. The loss of pro-
perty caused not only a tremendous hardship at the time of evacuation, but it
caused an even greater hardship when the time came to return to the once re-
stricted areas, "/hat did the Government do to minimize the losses in property
Another picture T/iiich must be dravm is the life in the relocation cen-
ters, To what extent were these "concentration camps" and also to what ex-
tent were the evacuees being "coddled, " as was claimed so often by the Dies
Committee?
A third factor wliich warrants analysis is the attempt on the part of the
Federal government to recom.pense the Japanese for their vrartine sacrifices.
7
I, 'Jartime Handling of Evacuee Property
The tremendous loss of property, both real and personal, borne by the
evacuees ~;as undoubtedly caused to a considerable extent by the many persons
who looked upon the plight of the Japanese as a golden opportunity to secure
mich property for very little. They descended upon the Japanese offering
ridiculously low sums of money for property of all tj^es, Bradford Smith

pives the following account of his experiences:
Everybody took advantage of us. Some people took things
when we were not watching, 'iVhile we vreve packing inside the
house, these people would go around the back and take everything
they saw, ,,,It was difficult to keep our tempers. For seventeen
years, Dad and Mother had struggled to build up their business.
Every profit they made was put into the store for remodeling and
itr^roving it little by little. At the same time they were rais-
ing four little kids, Vfnen they finally reached the peak of their
business success and had nothing to worry about, when they finally
succeeded in raising four children and sending them through high
school and even had one attending college—BOOM came evacuation
and our prosperity crumbled to pieces,,,,The previous 1^8 hours
notice we had in which to pack passed like a nightraare,^
Many of the Japanese endured experiences such as these—and worse.
Many were the victims of circumstances beyond anyones control, but also many
vrere the victims of sharks who had every intention of betraying their trust.
One classic example of such treatment is told by Smith:
A Nisei left his car, some farm implements, and a radio Td.th
a Caucasian neighbor, Y/hen he realized that the evacuation would
stick for a while, he asked the neighbor to sell his car, i^ich
had a book value of $^00, This the neighbor did—for $h7^f after
keeping the tires for himself. He then wrote the evacuee saying
that his wife wanted some furniture and that he would like to use
the for this, adding that if he had a debt it would help him
to avoid the draft, l^Vhen the evacuee declined this deal, his
"friend" charged him $25 for selling the car, $30 for travel alleg-
edly involved, §20 for his time, and other items for expenses,
V/hen the evacuee tried to get his radio back, he was told that he
had "given" it to the family, and that if he wanted it back he
would have to pay storage charges of §391^
It might vrell be asked why it was that the Japanese did not prosecute
those vdio had swindled them. Smith, in another article on this roatter an-
swers this question:
Little has been heard of property loss through betraya^
because the Nisei refuse to complain or begin litigation, feeling
that to demand justice would simply arouse more prejudice on the
coast, would fail to produce a fair hearing, and vrauld stimulate
actions under the alien land laws as a retaliatory measure,^
2, Spicer, E, H, & Staff, op, cit
, p, 3ii
3* Smith, op, cit , p 35
U, Smith, ^’Experiment in Racial Concentration," op,cit, pp, 2l5-l6
I
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Since, therefore, there were huge property losses, what attempts did
the Government make to minimize them?
The formal procedures for the protection of evacuee property were slow
in being established. On February II4, lyU2, General DeYfitt had recommended
to the Secretary of Vfer that the Commanding General, Western Defense Coro-
mand and the Fourth Army, coordinate with the local and state authorities
in order to "facilitate the temporary physical protection by them of the
property of the evacuees not taken ivith them; .determine the quantity and
cliaracter of property viiich the adult males,,,may be permitted to take vrith
them;,.,and that the Treasury Department or other proper Federal agency be
responsible for the conservation, liquidation, and proper disposition of the
property of evacuees if it cannot be cared for through the usual and normal
“ 5
channels ,
"
These recommendations were further supported by Assistant Secretary
of V/’ar, UcCloy, who wTote to General DeWitt instructing him to provide for
the protection of all evacuee property. He advised encouraging the evacuees
also to take steps to protect their- own property lest they be victims of
theft or swindling. Also he emphasized that although much of the responsi-
bility for protection of property was in the hands of the state and local
law enforcement officers, in cases where such protection was not forthcoming
it was his responsibility to provide that protection "either through the use
6
of troops or through other appropriate measures,"
In an atteu^t to conform with these instructions General DeV/itt estab-
lished on March 10 the Civil Affairs Division as an addition to his general
staff and on March 11 the Vfartime Civil Control Administration, These agen-
cies were concerned with facilitating the voluntary movement which was
5, U, S, i<ar Department, Final Report Japanese Evacuation from the "fest
Coast 19h2 G. P, 0, ;7ashington; 1 9U3 p, 3^
6, Ibid
, p, 39
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instituted before the compulsoiy evacuation program 'was set up. Forty-eight
V/artime Civil Control Administration offices (also kno'wn as Civil Control
Stations) were created* They were aided by Federal Reserve Bank which
protected business and personal property and the Farm Security Administratia i
7
which was concerned with agricultural property.
The task of protecting business and personal property was handled by
the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco v/hich established an Evacuee Pro-
perty Department with offices in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, and
Portland in addition to field offices as needed. By May, 19h2, the depart-
ment was en5)loying I8I4 persons. It was delegated power from the Treasury
Department and later from the Military authorities and was finally under
full operation by the middle of March, 19U2, Later, further delegation of
authority was granted by Milton Eisenhower, Director of the newly establish^
.
War Relocation Authority,
Press releases v/ere issued TJhich explained the job v;hich the agency
would perform. The primary purpose was to protect the Japanese from unfair
action by unscrupulous creditors. The evacuee was warned that he was to
make an equitable settlement with his creditors; but if such efforts failed,
he was to report to the nearest office of the Evacuee Property Department
and lay all the facts before one of its representatives. It vras emphasized
that the evacuee must take the initiative in this direction. If a just
settlement cannot be reached, then the agency v/as authorized to freeze the
property by designating it as Special Blocked Property, After the property
had been so designated, "any acquisition, disposition, or transfer of that
property is subject to a license issued by the Federal Reserve Bank,.,,By
these broad pid.visions the regulations enable the bank to protect the evacuee 1
in such typical transactions as conditional sales, instalment purchases, or
7* Ibid, p. In
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any other type of dealing in any kind of property.”
During the period of voluntary evacuation, household property and auto-
mobiles were taken by the evacuees to vjherever they were going 5 but after
evacuation became compulsory and settlements were created, this type of pro-
perty became a distinct problem. Government storage areas were established
Trtiere the property could be stored if the evacuee desired. In the case of
a motor vehicle, howevep, the evacuee had the choice of storing it out in
the open ivhere it would rapidly deteriorate, selling it to the Government
—
the price to be determined by disinterested parties—or selling their cars
for v;hat they could get before being evacuated. In any case, the losses
vrere still trememdous on all types of property because so much had been
sold before these programs were set up. According to the summary of the
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco on April 20, 19h2, very few evacuees
took advantage of the opportunity to store property. ’’The summary showed
that of 2,506 heads of families processed through control stations, only
679 had discussed movable property problems and only ii98 ha.d at their re-
- 9
quest been provided with government storage in warehouses.”
The responsibility of the Federal Reserve Bank in the handling of evac-
uee property ended in December 19^2 after a not too successful program. The
Farm Security Administration, however, which was responsible for evacuee
agricultural property, did not fare so well. It was slow in getting organ-
ized because of early confusion as to v/here authority existed. As a conse-
quence of this delay huge losses were dealt the Japanese. Thej’- tried to
make anj'" arrangements they could, privately, to sell, lease or salvage some-
1
Report of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco as Fiscal Agent of
the U^ted States
,
on its Operations in Connection with Bvacuation
Operations in Military Areas No.l and 2 during 19i;2. Cited by McKee,
Ruth, The \7artime Handling of Evacuee Property, ’Jar Relocation Authoritv.
-
G. P. U. Washington t 1 9I4S pp
’
.
25-26
^
9. Ibid , p. >43
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tiling of "What represented their lifes’ work and savings* The primary task
of the FSA was to see that the Japanese were dealt with fairly in the handl-
ing of their property and also to see that the land was placed into the handfe
of operators who would try to produce as efficiently as possible. By the
end of IJay, it had registered 6,66k farms in Jlilitaiy Area No, 1, con^ris-
ing over 200,000 acres. During its administration it had made some very
interesting discoveries about the value of Japanese agriculture. For in-
stance, the Japanese operated only 2 per cent of all the farms and only ,3
per cent of the total farm average, but the average value per acre of all
farms in 19UO was 037,9Uj whereas that of Japanese farms was $279 *69 • They
produced 90 per cent of the strawberries, 73 per cent of the snap beans,
75 per cent of the lettuce, 60 per cent of the spinach, and 50 per cent of
10
the tomatoes.
It is not easy to overestimate the valuable role played by the Japanese
in agriculture or the problem faced by the FSA in the disposition of the
farms. At first it could not persuade operators to take over the farms be-
cause of such problems as the specialized sort of farming involved and the
large labor problem. Because of the nature of the Japanese farming, it vra,s
found best to encourage the formation of corporations to operate the farms
to which loans were made to the extent of over $3,000,000 by June 1,
Finally on August 1, 19 U2, the 'Jar Relocation Authority took over the
problems of the Federal Reserve Bank and the Farm Securit;'' Administration,
By this time the bulk of the Japanese had been moved from the assembly cen-
ters to the more permanent Relocation Centers and so the hardships of early
evacuation relative to property loss had been passed by this time only to
be follovTed by a more serious loss.
10, ’iVartime Civil Control Administration, Civil Affairs Division, 7/estem
Defense Command, Final Report of the Farm Security Administration for
the Period of March l5, l9i;2 - Vay 31, 19lj2, pp, 5-6
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^Y/hen the V/ar Relocation Authority inherited the Farm Security Adminis-
;
tration loan program, many conflicts resulted. The FSA insisted under its
ViTartime Farm Adjustment program, in which it had made loans to substitute
operators of the evacuee farms, that 100 per cent of the loans should be
repaid. It vras adam3.nt in its policy that repayment of loans should take
precedence over any obligations to the evacuee ovmers. The conflict which
resulted vras caused by the fact that in most cases the evacuee ovmers had
leased their land vrith the provision that in most cases they would receive
$0 per cent of the net proceeds from the sale of the crops after operating
expenses had been deducted. In cases of this kind where the substitute
ovrner failed to meet payment on the loan, v;hat proceeds he had were turned
over to the FSA—the evacuee got nothing. Another disadvantage to the evac-
uee under this policy was the fact that the corporations operating the farms
usually leased many farms adjacent to each other. Some contained good land
and some poor. The repayment of the loans meant that the "evacuee ovmer
who had every right,,,to expect a substantial return from his property, re-
ceived nothing at all until deficits caused by poor crops on other person’s
11
property had been made good,"
Many of these injustices are still pending settlement, wliile many were
settled at disadvantage to the evacuee. The Federal Government has a trem-
endous obligation to these people. It is of course true that many Goveni-
raental agencies did v/hat they could to minimize the property losses, but it
is also true that the Government can also take the blame for much that it
did not do, Alexander Leighton quotes a remark made by Carey McV/illiams
when he vas Chief of the Division of Immigration and Housing:
People have been threatened that unless they dispose of their
property to those who are eager for it, they will be reported to
the FBI and their property will be consficated. In the absence of
U, The V/artime Handling of Evacuee Property, op. cit, p. 59
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statements from high government authorities to the contrary,
the aliens "yriio are at the mercy of rumors and rumor mongers,
have no choice but to accept "what they are told at the moment
It is vihen the property losses are analyzed that it becomes most appar-
ent that the evacuation program, though ending in 19h^f is still a very live
issue and -will remain so for some time to come,
II. Life under Evacuation
It might be well at this point to take a look at the conditions under
which the Japanese lived between 19k'2. and 19lip. ^Jany, it is true, did not
remain in the centers that long because of the leave policies of the YiRA,
but most of those evacuated spent from two to three years surrounded by
barbed wire. The physical conditions are only a part of the picture, how-
ever, Viliat is of even greater importance is the social and psychological
aspects of center life, because it is these factors which have the greatest
influence on the post-war lives of all Japanese. This section, therefore,
will analyze the physical, social, and psychological aspects of the evacua-
tion as they affected the lives of the Japanese in the relocation centers.
To understand the physical description of the centers it is necessary
to remember the conditions under which they were created. There had been
no plan to resettle the evacuees originally; the Japanese vrould simply
evacuate and settle T/herever they could, V/hat happened, however, v/as the
emergence of the tremendous anti-Japanese hostility from the people in the
the Plateau States, and as a result the Federal government decided to erect
centers in which the evacuees would be confined, Caleb Foote ivrites con-
ten^ituously of this hostilitj’-:
lypical of the ignorant prejudice of every ’Jestem state
12, Leighton, Alexander H,, The Governing of TJen
,
Princeton University
Press, Princeton 19U5> p. 1^0
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v^as Idaho Govenor Clarkes statement: '*Japs live like rats,
breed like rats, and act like rats, Yfe don’t vant them
buying or leasing land and becoming permanently located in
our state,” The result was that v/ith limited exceptions the
Relocation Centers were established v/here nobody else wanted
to live,^^
The location of the centers was, therefore, usually in desert areas.
The presence of dust and sand was a characteristic feature of most of the
centers. The V/RA document Impounded People contains statements from
evacuees and Caucasian personnel which emphasize this condition. The
assistant project director from Minidoka wrote, "It v/as hot, dusty, deso-
late, Flat land, nothing growing but sagebrush..,, The air vfa.s choked vdth
dust; so were the people," From Poston came the folloTTing account:
Our mouths vrere always gritty, ,. .From about 1:30 pm daily
the wind rises, and often we can’t see half a mile ahead due to
the dust cloud. Each step ive take we stir up dust. Dust set-
tles on the type\TTiter and is noticeable even T.'^^iile writing a
letter
,
A reports officer from another center provides the following descrip-
tion:
There was a dust storm nearly every day for the first two
months, , .fine, choking dust, . .sidrled over the center. Traffic
was sometimes forced to a standstill because there was no visi-
bility, Sometimes, standing in a barracks, another barracks
ijO feet away couldn’t be seen. People devised masks and filters
of various kinds and plugged their ears and noses *»Tith cotton.
The various devices made people look weird in the blovdLng dust.
These descriptions provide a vivid account of the climatic conditions
faced by the evacuees in most of the centers. It must be borne in mind,
nevertheless, that statements concerning one center may not be applicable
in relation to another center. Some physical aspects, however, in v/hich
there was considerable uniformity wsB in the housing, food, medical care,
and the many activities in which the residents took part.
The housing vihich was provided consisted of tar-paper covered barracks
of simple frame construction without cookinr, or plumbing fixtures of any
13, Foote, op, cit, p, 9
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kind. They vrere created to house single adult males only; and after the
Japanese families moved into them, they vrere partitioned off so that a
family of five or so v/ould occupy a room 2^ by 20 feet. The only fm-niture
the Government provided “iTere Army cots, blankets, and small heating stoves.
One bath, laundry, and toilet building ms available for a block of barracks
Ih
and v/as shared by approximately tvro hundred and fifty people.
The food furnished by the Government cost an average of forty-five
cents per person per day. It ms prepared by evacuee cooks and served cafe-
teria style in mess halls for three hundred persons. Much of the food
came from the center -rrhere evacuee crevrs produced agricultural produce;
pork, poultry, eggs, beef, and dairy products.
Medical care ms made available without cliarge. There were hospitals
in all centers wiiich were staffed by evacuee doctors, nurses, etc. Special
care T/as taken to prevent the spread of epidemics which could be expected
in a community of this type vdLth many small children.
There were also many opportunities available for work. The evacuees
were employed in mess halls, on the farms, road work, and in clerical jobs
Y/ith the average rate of pay sixteen dollars a month for a forty-four hour
week. Each worker also got a small raonthl^r allomnce for vrork clothing
and personal clothing for his dependents.
Education was provided through high school. The teachers, one half
of which were evacuees, v/ere very capable. There Y»as considerable emphasis
placed on vocationa.1 training, which doubtless proved advantageous to many
evacuees upon their release.
Another aspect of center life included the consumer enterprises, such
as stores, canteens, barber shops, and shoe repair establishments. These
lij, Tliis and the foUo’iTing material is from: Jiscr Relocation Authority,
Relocation of Japanese Americans
,
G, P, C, Washington 19 143 pp, 6-10
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were all self-supporting and were managed by evacuees on consumer coopera-
tive basis.
One particularly interesting feature of the centers was the existence
of self-government. In some centers, formal cliarters rrere drawn up closely
paralleling ordinary city governments. In some, conferences v/ere held by
small groups of key residents v/ith the Project Director in vdiich the resi-
dents were encouraged to assume responsibility for the many phases of com-
munity management, although much of the governmental set-up was still in
the hands of the VfflA Project Director,
All of the foregoing has been a discussion of the physical aspects of
the life in the centers, Vdiat was the social side of this type of existence'
Leisure time activities Trere planned and organized by the residents with the
V/RA acting in an advisory capacity only. The creation of local branches
of national organizations was also encoui’aged. Athletic contests were
arranged rdth nearby towns which did much to make life in the centers more
enjoyable, Socia,! life at Poston has been well described by Alej:ander
Leighton:
There v;ere also many girls’ clubs which organized games,
dances, picnics, jamborees, and amateur shows. Concerts were
given by a Japanese musical group from Hav/aii, Movies were
sponsored _by the Community Enterprise organization v/hich ran
the store. In sports, softball became very popular with games
every evening, .. ,Judo, s-urao (another type of wrestling) and
goh (Japanese checkers) vrere also played, ,, .Parties and dances
were frequent. Churches, both Buddhist and Christian, became
more and more active, and Bible schools and nursery schools
were opened for children,
Probably the most important affects of the evacuation on the Japanese
were of a psychological nature. It is only through an understanding of how
they felt and reacted to this experience that one can realize the debt that
is owed them b^'- the Federal government, VHiat they went through warrants
considerable compens ation and it is through an understanding of the psycho-
15, Leighton, op, cit
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logical factors that vre can estlnate T^hat that compensation should be.
In the first place the centers were not normal. They bred a "prison
complex" because of the barbed v/ire and the ever-present giaards. It must
have become even more prison-lilce vdien young ITisei who v/ere serving in the
armed forces of our country vrere obliged to pass barbed v/ire and soldiers
T/ith fixed bayonets v/hen they visited members of their own families. It
is to be expected that the evacuees were not in a normal frame of mind v/hen
they arrived in the centers due to their night-raarish ezcperiences of leaving
homes and businesses. From the pricacies of ordinary’- life, they were thrust
into a life characterized by immense overcorv/ding and waiting in lines to
eat, v/ash, be intervievred, etc. Naturally there vfas great insecurity be-
cause of the impossibility of making any plans for the future, not knowing
v/hat was to become of them. Such a situation v/as greatly intensified
the spreading of rumors v/iiich as any service man knovrs can be exasperating
—
constantly wanting to believe the good rumors and not daring to believe the
bad, Nany residents did not look Japanese, couldn’t read, write, or speak
Japanese, never had been to Japan, and never had lived among Japanese, There
is little wonder that one small child wanted to knovir v/hen his folks v/ould
leave Japan and go bank to America. Also parental discipline over children
broke down as would be eiqDected, Considering all these factors anyone must
v/onder why serious disturbances did not occur frequently,
Tnose v/iio say that the Japanese experienced hardships no greater than
did the men in the armed seirrices are being very short-sighted, Fney seem
to forget that our soldiers did not have to watch their families, perhaps
their sick children, undergo unaccustomed hardships, Galen Fisher v/rites:
V/hen bystanders c^niically say, "V/hy should they complain?
They are safe and wel'^.-fed, and !/nat's more than our boi'^ at
the front are enjoying," I v/onder if they reflect that Vne boys at
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the front know they are heroes to 130,000,000 of their country-
men, rJo matter what they suffer, they are buoyed up by a con-
sciousness of nationwide admiration, and a loiowledge that they
are rendering a priceless service to their country.
The evacuees, on the contrary, are the objects of suspicion,
if not contenqpt, to many of the h-iondred and thirty millions, ,, ,1°
The position of the evacuee is also described by the Bureau of Socio-
logical Research:
The special adjustment problem of the Japanese is due to the
fact that their relocation was a forced one v^ich they interpreted
as discrimination and rejection and which left them more uncertain
of the future and therefore more insecure than other groups. This
is to be contrasted with the v^ar worker or the soldier, who is re-
warded for his discomforts and sacrifices by a feeling of fuller
participation and acceptance in the national life and in increase
in prestige, if not in income,^'
The unique position in vfhich the Japanese found themselves, in relation
to other segments of the population, wa.s bound to have caused considerable
bitterness. To be a natural-born American citizen and be treated like a
prisoner of Trar v/as enough to make the most patriotic person feel dubious
about American democracy in practice. One puzzled Nisei asked:
Vrnat had I, or, as a matter of fact, what had the rest of
us done, to be throt/n in camp, avray from familiar surroimdings
,
and familiar faces? T/hat had there been in my life that made
such a thing happen. The only ansvfer is the accident of ray
birth—ray ancestry. There is no other logical answer,
Galen Fisher va'ites of a Southern California Nisei who was a veteran
of World ‘War I. He was decorated for bravery and was elected the head of
his American Legion Post, V/hen he v/as evacuated, he rallied all veterans
in the center to form a Legion post; but the charter t/^s denied by the
Merican Legion office. At about this time charters of several all-IIisei
pos1sv/ere cancelled. Says Fisher:
These incredible rebuffs, added to the dismal life in the
center, the blind alley prospects for the future and the vdde-
16, Fisher, op. cit, p, 2k
17. "The Japanese Family in America" op. cit, p, 1^1 -
13, Spicer, E, H, and Staff, Impounded People, op. cit, p, 3^
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spread hate cair^aign against all "Japs,” ultimately soui’ed his
spirit. He still loathed militarist Japan as much as ever, but
he began to lose faith in the America for vrliich he had repeat-
edly risked his life. He became a leader in stirring up trouble
in the center, a carrier of disaffection, one of the many frus-
trated and disillusioned spirits,19
It is important to think of such persons as this veteran when the
accounts of the center disturbances are read. Before people can be loyal
they must have something to be loyal to; and when faith in the Government
is gone, it is not easy to follow its orders v/ithout considerable reluctance
Many Niseis came to the centers feeling that vihat tos being done to them
T/as impossible, but they vrere at a loss as to ’iiSiat to do or to expect. Con-
sequently they began to cling more closely to the family and take into con-
sideration the ideas and attitudes of their Issei parents vfiio said "I told
you so," They soon abandoned all plans for a future career, marriage, or
education. They were forced to take upon their shoulders much responsi-
bility for the care of their alien parents v/ho found the transfer from fami-
liar to unfamiliar surroundings especially difficult. In describing the
attitude of the Nisei, Alexander Leighton "writes;
They 7/ere mad, discouraged, critical, fearful, wondering
if they v/ould be "treated right" in the Relocation Center or if
it would turn out to be "another racket,” and yet they vrere not
Y/ithout hope, "v/anting to believe," "looking for a chance," and
on the Yrtiole receptive to the ideas of community building enter-
tained by the Administration, 20
The attitude with v/hich the Japanese came to the centers vras important
because there proved to be a direct relationship between a favorable atti-
tude and cooperation with the Administration and vice versa. An example
of this fact is presented by Commander Leighton:
The Isseis came to Poston -with feelings of a life's work
I wasted, bitterness, apathy, and fear, shot through vrith the
j
conviction that there was no future in America for the Japanese,
19, Fisher, on, cit, p, lli
i 20, Leighton,
-op, cit
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As for democratic principles and fonn of government, they thought
that had proved a failure. To them, equal rights and opportunity
vrere pure fiction and v/hen they thought of government action,
they thought of confusion, inefficiency and a long struggle of
"broken promises" such as that there v/ould be no mass evacuation,
and then that there would be good housing, that there would be
going -vTages, and that their property vrould be protected. They
expected that their experience with the Administration at Poston
would be no better and were prepared to mistrust and misinterpret
much of Tdiat it did and said,21
Tnis account of the life in the centers is an attempt to shovr how
the evacuees lived and felt vrhile xmdergoing this experience, but it would
be incomplete without a word of praise for the contribution of the YUA,
The men I'sho staffed this agency were of the highest calibre. They vrarked
under the most difficult circumstances which were not made easier by the
constant attacks from the Dies Committee, In spite of the many hardships
endured by the evacuees, their lot would have been much worse if the cen-
ters had been placed in the hands of men less sympathetic to their prob-
lems, The Japanese were fortunate that Llilton Eisenhower and Dillon S,
L!yer were chosen as Directors, The one bright spot in the entire incident
t
is the attitude of sympathy and understanding v;hich vras characteristic
in the VJRA and its handling of a "nasty" Job,
21, Ibid
, pp, 71-72
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III, Fost-A’/ar Legislative Compensation
Nov/ that the evacuees have either returned to the 'iTest Coast or settled
else^vhere in the country, v;hat has the Federal government done through legis-
.
lation to condensate the Japanese for their sacrifices during the yra,r? Dur-
ing the second session of the 80th Congress, three bills "rere introduced in
behalf of the Japanese. HR ^OOh vras a bill to equalize our naturalization
lay/s by removing racial discrimination and to place an equal quota basis
immigration from certain countries novf excluded. This bill, vrould have pro-
vided Japan vjith an annual immigration quota of 185
,
and florea a quota of
100, This bill vras of particular Importance because it would, have made pos-
sible the naturalization of the Issei v;ho have been faced vdth many legal
disabilities and much legal discrimination because of their ineligibility
for citizenship. It has always seemed ridiculous that many persons in our
population cannot become citizens though they have spent the greater part
of their lives here. Certainly the Isseis who came here as children are as
"/onerican" as any member of the D, A. R, It is also illogical that the alien
parents of ITisei soldiers shoijild be unable to ov/n property or be unable to
enjoy the ordinary rights and privileges of citizenship through naturalisa-
tion. Unfortunately, this bill did not pass before the time for adjournment
arrived. It is hoped that it Trill be re-introduced in the 8lst Congress and
subsequently passed..
The second bill, IS 3566 was passed vdth modifications. It vras origi-
nally introduced in the House and made provision to give the Attorney'- Genera]
the same discretionary power to suspend deportation of certain "racially in-
admis sable aliens" as now held by him in cases of aliens of European origin.
This bill arose as a result of the fact that over 2,000 Japanese were to be
deported which would have caused the breaking up of their American citizen
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families, Approxiinatelj 80 per cent are parents of American Servicemen,
After the bill passed the House it vrent to the Senate TThere the Sub-coinmitte^
on Immigration made several modifications which established equality of
action for both Orientals and Europeans^ but made the entire procedure more
difficult for all. Although this version v/as inferior to the original, it
was finally passed and received President Truman’s signature in July, 19li3.
Tlic third bill, HR 3999, which also passed, provided, through hearings
conducted by the Office of the Attorney General, for partial compensation
of the material losses sustained in the ’.Test Coast evacua.tion. Provision
is made for compensation for material losses up to $2500 on the basis of
hearings to be held by the Justice Departm.ent boards. Provision is also
made v/herelDy evacuees vjhose losses exceeded $2500 vdJ-1 be able after hear-
ings before special boards to have bills introduced in Congress for indivi-
dual condensation, Tliis bill does not cover intangible losses of professiona||L
practice, good ivill, lapse of insurance, etc,, but acts as merely a gesture
of justice by the Government, This bill v/as likev/ise signed President
Truman and has become law,
Although these gestures on the part of the Governraent do represent an
attempt to make restitution for the ’’nations greatest mistalce," it is only
a beginning in v/hat should be done, Vfnat is more important is that the Ped-
eral government should do all in its power to eliminate the scourge of racism
on the .Test Coast T;*nich is still funct5.oning as evidenced by the repeated
attempts by the pseudo-patriots to legislate against the Japanese residents.
Tne following account of events on the '.Test Coast must be met by forceful
opposition on the part of Federal authorities:
During recent months bills and resolutions have been intro-
duced into the legislatures of the Pacific Coast States and niuner-
ous resolutions have been passed by ’Test Coast organizations
demanding
;
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That the evacuees be held in the centers for the diaration,
That their property be requisitioned by the Government,
Tnat they be prohibited from holding real estate.
That they be prohibited from returning to California,
That they be deprived of their American cit'^enship, and
That they be deported at the end of the vrar,^
Tiiis sort of agitation has no place in America and is inconsistent
rrith all our rights—social, economic, and civil.
22, Pickett, Clarence and ’.'ori’is, Homer T,, "From Barbed .Tire to Conniuni-
tics," Gunrey i'idmonthly
,
August, 19l>3j pp* 212-213
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CHAPTER VII
C0N3TITUTI0ML PHASES OF EVACUATION
Relative to the constitutional phases of the evacuation, there are four
cases Dshich must be taken into consideration. These cases came before the
Supreme Court in 19ii3 and 19liUj at a time vrtien the hysteria of war had
greatly subsided because of the substantial decrease in danger from enemy
invasion. There was little or no reason to fear Japanese aggression as the
tide had turned decisively in our favor and therefore, the need for drastic
measures due to military necessity was conpletely absent. In spite of this
fact, however, the Supreme Court judged these cases as they would have been
judged in the Spring of 19^2. A definite attempt was made on the part of
majority members who considered the program to be constitutional, to base
their judgments in the light of conditions existing in the Spring of 19U2
and not as they existed in the cool, calm atmosphere prevailing in 19 UU.
The wisdOTi of this attitude is not too apparent as will be brought out, but
nevertheless it is necessary to keep the existence of this attitude in mind
to understand why the court came to the decision that it did.
.1
The first case, Hirabayashi v U. S. concerned the constitutionality of
the curfevr regulations set up by General DeVfitt. The facts in the case were
as follows: By authority of Executive Order No. 9066, already discussed.
General DeVfitt established a curfew requiring all persons of Japanese de-
scent to be within their residences between 8 pm and 6 am. In addition
Civil Control Stations were set up to which all persons of Japanese descent
vrere to report as a preliminary step to evacuation. Gordon Hirabayashi,
who v^as bom in Seattle of Issei parents and was a Senior at the University
1. 320 U. S. 81 19143
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of IrTashington, failed to obey either the curfew regulation or the order to
report for registration at the Civil Control Station in his area* He ms
arrested, tried, and convicted by a lower court on the tv/o counts and was
sentenced to three months on each couci'fc, the sentences to run concurrently*
2
Gordon Hiraba3?^shi had violated the Act of Congress of March 21, 19h2
which made it a misdemeanor to disregard knowingly restrictions made appli-
cable by a military commander to persons in a military area* His defense
vjas that the Act of March 21, 19^2 was an unconstitutional delegation of
legislative power to the executive branch in violation of the separation of
powers doctrine of our Federal government* He stated that he failed to
register for evacuation and to obey the curfew because to have done so woulc
have waived his rights as an American citizen*
This case posed two very in^ortant questions* First, was the order
adopted by the Military Commander in the exercise of an unconstitutional
delegation by Congress of its legislative power? Second, did the order dis-
criminate unconstitutionally between citizens of Japanese ancestry and
those of other ancestries in violation of the Fifth Amendment?
In the unanimous decision. Chief Justice Stone made it clear that “vdien
a defendant is convicted on two counts with sentences to run concurrently,
it is unnecessary to consider the validity of both counts. As a result, th<
court refused to consider at this time the more provocative count, namely,
the refusal of Hirabayashi to register with the Civil Control Station* To
have considered the constitutionality of the Civil Control Stations, would
have amounted to a consideration of the constitutionality of the entire
evacuation program* Therefore, because of the courts consideration of only
I
I
the curfew, the constitutionality of the evacuation was ignored and did not
rise until the Korematsu case a year later*
Stone held that the curfew orders of General DeJitt were valid because
- 2, See Appendix B
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they vrere authorized by the ^ct of March 21, lyli2 •sshich ratified and con-
firmed the Executive Order 9066, It was within the constitutional
authority of Congress and the Executive, acting together, to prescribe cur-
few orders as an emergency war measure under the power to wage war conferred
on Congress and on the President as Commander-in-chief, by Articles I and II
of the Constitution, Stone held that the Congress has a right to aid exe-
cutive offices. The promulgation of the curfew order by the military com-
mander was based on no unconstitutional delegation of legislative power.
Said Stone, "Essentials of the legislative function are preserved when Con-
gress provides that a statutory command shall become operative upon ascer-
tainment of a basic conclusion of fact bj'" a designated representative of the
government," In other words, it was part of the legislative function to
provide tnat tne cori.iancling general operate as he saw fit in the light of
his knovfledge to the facts of militarjr necessity, iiccording to the court,
the Act of March 21, 19 h2 which authorized the curfew orders for the protec-
tion of war resources satisfied these requirements.
The second question, did the curfew order unconstitutionally discrim-
inate against citizens of Japanese ancestry in violation of the Fifth Amend-
ment?, was also answered negatively. Stone presented four reasons why he
thought this was not an order of discrimination against those of Japanese
descent. First, the Fifth Amendment contains no equal protection clause.
It merely restrains Congressional legislation as amounts to a denial of due
process. Second, Stone held that the curfew order, as applied, was within
the boundaries of the war powers of Congress and the President, Third, he
held that the "adoption by the government during crises of laws for public
safety, based on knowledge of facts which indicate a particular group of one
nationality may be a menace to that safety more than others, is not to be
condemned as unconstitutional merely because in other circumstances racial
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distinctions are irreleivant* ” In other words, merely because racial char-
acteristics are immaterial under most conditions, it can not be assumed that
they must be immaterial under all circumstances, as in this case Y/here publij^
safety demanded that they be taken into consideration in the forming of
national wartime policy• Stone’s final reason for denying the existence of
unconstitutional race discrimination was that the curfew order, being an
appropriate exercise of the war powers, was not rendered invalid because it
restricted the liberty of American citizens* He brings out here the fact
that rights are not absolute and vfliat might be an unconstitutional violation
of citizenship and civil rights in peacetime, is not necessarily the case
in wartime*
In a concurring opinion. Justice Douglas recognized the existence of th^
threat of Japanese invasion which was serious and therefore, gave the mili-
tary a grave problem in its fears that a potential fifth column existed.
Douglas said "We cannot know all the facts; we must rely on the mi3J.tary’s
judgment*” He claimed that it would be using the advantage of hindsight to
say in 19U3 that there was time in the Spring of 19 U2 to treat each J apanes|
American individuaU.y* Douglas also declared that the petitioner should not
have ignored the laws* He would have been wiser to follow the laws and regu4
lations of the evacuation program and then applied for a writ of habeas corpils*
Justice Murphy in his concurring opinion held that the Congress and the
executive may work together for common defense in Tfartirae "with all the forc^
necessary to make it effective", but the existence of war did not justify
disregard of civil rights* War powers, like other powers, are subject to
constitutional limitations* He defended the curfew regulations but said
that it divided the country into two classes of citizens for purposes of a
critical and perilous hour* "This goes to the very brink of constitutional
power*" This indicates that if the question of constitutionality of the
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evacuation -were considered, he would have found it unconstitutional, as is
proved ly his dissenting opinion in the Korematsu case, soon to be discussed
Justice Rutledge concurred with the final decision but he disagreed
with the assumption that the courts have no power to review any action a
military officer may perform "in his discretion," He was not willing to
take the attitude of Douglas and Stone that the military was in a position
to understand the danger to public safety; therefore, their evaluations of
the situation in 19U2 were subject to question by the courts,
3
A decision handed down the same day was that of Yasui v U, S, in which
the facts were quite similar to those in the Hirabayashi case, Yasui viola-
ted the curfew regulation merely to test its constitutionality. This case
is different in the fact that the Federal District court declared the ques-
tion of citizenship to be relevant, Yasui was bom in Oregon in 1916 of
alien parents. He had spent the summer of his eighth year in Japan. He
attended both public and Japanese language schools. He received his A, B,
and LL, B, from the University of Oregon and was a member of the Oregon bar.
He had also seiwed as a 2nd Lieutenant in the U, S, Am^, Infantry Reserve,
He was en^jloyed for some time by the Japanese consulate in Chicago, but
resigned December 8, 19i4l*
The District Court ruled that by working for the Japanese consulate,
Yasui had renounced his U, S. citizenship, therefore was guilty of violating
the curfew regulation. The court held that the curfew was constitutional
Trtien applied to aliens, but unconstitutional when applied to citizens.
The supreme Court upheld the conviction of Yasui, but added that ap-
pellant’s citizenship was an irrelevant question. It did not matter whether
Yasui was a citizen as the curfew regulation was constitutional when ap-
plied to citizens and non-citizens alike. It is this question of the status
320 U, s; 19143
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of citizenship that is of importance in this case. The court has decided
hj this case that a citizen’s rights, as •well as those of an alien, are
subject to restriction under wartime conditions.
These two cases are of importance only as they apply to the constitu-
tionality of the curfew regulation. The third case is of much more inipor-
•bance since it is concerned with the constitutionality of the entire e-T'acua-
_ h
tion program. In this case, Korematsu v U, S, , the facts are very simple,
Korematsu merely refused to evacuate the military area in which he lived.
He
-Was convicted by the lower court of violating the Act of March 21, 19 h2
and was sent to a relocation center. There was nothing said throughout the
trial about his being disloyal. His loyalty was not questioned.
The only question in this case is whether or not the evacuation program
was constitutional.
The majority opinion, written by Justice Black, declared the program
to be constitutional. Black stated that the "gravest imminent danger"
existed at the time. Here Black employs the doctrine of "clear and present
danger" to the situation on the West Coast during the .Spring of 19U2. He
held that such a danger did exist; therefore the action taken "was justified
to maintain public safety. He claimed that the evacuation would prevent
espionage and sabotage, and therefore serve the same purposes as the curfew
regulations which were uph eld in the Hirabayashi case. Black v/ent on to
say that any other action would have been impractical under the circumstance! ,
It would have been impossible to designate the number of loyal and disloyal
due to the fact that "time was of the essence," He also found it danger-
ously significant that five thousand Nisei refused to swear allegience to
|
the United States and several thousand asked to be repatriated to Japan,
Black also discounted the claim that the evacuation was an act of rac
li, 323 U, S, 21h 19i4i
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discrimination by pointing out that we were at •vmr with Japan and the possi-
bility of invasion was great; therefore, it was not unreasonable to assume
that those of Japanese ancestry constituted a potential Fifth Column. It
was necessary that the Japanese be segregated in order to eliminate from
the V/est Coast all those who might aid the enen^. Black also placed great
faith in the decision of the military authorities. His attitude was simi-
lar to that of Douglas* in the Hirabayashi case in that he believed the
military authorities vrere in a position to understand the situation as it
existed on the ViTest Coast in 19ij2. "The courts are in no position to ques-
tion the accuracy of the military commander's decisions upon vihich the
Executive Order No. 9066 and the Act of March 21, 19^42 were based."
Black closed his remarks with a denial that the existence of conflict-
ing laws was an aid to Korematsu’s case. The petitioner had claimed that
since two military orders were in effect at once—one preventing the Japan-
ese from leaving the area, the other preventing the Japanese from remaining
in the area—the Japanese were given no alternative but to report to an
assembly center for virtual imprisonment.
In dissenting opinions Justices Roberts, Murphy, and Jackson each
attacked the evacuation program as being unconstitutional although they
differed in their reasoning. Justice Roberts emphasized the existence of
the conflicting laws to which reference has already been made. He stated
that the two military orders were designed to place Japanese in concentra-
tion can^js. It must be borne in mind that the court was concerning itself
with the constitutionality of the evacuation
,
not the detention which
followed. The majority held that it was constitutional to force evacuation
but whether or not the confinement in assembly and relocation centers was
constitutional remains even today a moot question, V/hat Roberts attacked,
therefore, was the existence of conflicting laws which made detention the
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only alternative for any Japanese •who did not ?d.sh to obey the lav/s, SJnce
detention amounted to virtual inqjrisonment in a concentration canq?, the
decision of the majority condoned the iii^risonment of over 100,000 Japanese,
aliens and citizens alilce as a constitutional act.
Justice Murphy based his dissent on the fact that he considered the
mass evacuation as not indispensable to public safety. There was no "immi-
nent, immediate, and impending danger," He claimed that the evacuation
rested on the assim^tion "that all persons of Japanese ancestry may have a
dangerous tendency to commit sabotage and espionage and to aid our Japanese
enemy in other 'vmys," Murphy -was particularly opposed to the government’s
policy of adhering to a "remote bad tendency" yardstick instead of using
Justice Holmes’ much more just yardstick of "clear and present danger" in
it determination of military necessity. Justice Murphy also held that the
ci
evacuation "was based on prejudiced assumptions. The Japanese ivere entitled
to be treated "on an individual basis by holding investigations and hearings
to separate the loyal from the disloj^l," The claim that "time "VTas of the
essence" is disproved, according to Murphy, by the fact that eleven months
T/ere taken to complete the evacuation and this would have been ample time
to carry out the hearings and investigations necessary.
Justice Jackson attacked the majority opinion on two counts in particu-
lar, In the first place he declared the evacuation to be based on racial
discrimination. The Japanese, according to Jackson, were punished for an
act "Which woiild not have been a crime if heredity had been other than
Japanese,
In the second place. Justice Jackson deplored the fact that the court
had set a dangerous precedent by taking such a stand, A.dmitting that the
courts should not interfere v/ith the military in carrying out its task,
Jackson stated that the courts should not declare constitutional a military
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act Tffhich violates the constitution regardless of military necessity. En-
dorsement by the Supreme Court of an unconstitutional act sets a precedent
v^ich exists forever. He said that the principles of this decision "lies
about like a loaded iiveapon ready for the hand of any authority that can
bring forr/ard a plausible claim of an urgent need.”
5
The iburth case to come before the Supreme Court, Ex Parte Endo
,
in-
volved the request for a tirit of habeas corpus by a Japanese Imerican al-
ready confined in an assembly center. Miss Mitsuye Endo Tra.s placed in an
assembly center at Tule Lake, Califoniia and later moved to a relocation
center in Topa^, Utah. She had received leave clearance from the ’war Relo-
cation Authority but refused to indicate a destination other than Sacramento^
California, from where she had been evacuated. No community in the evacuatec
area could satisfy ’iVRA*s requirement of coraiuunity acceptance since the Army
continued to exclude evacuees from returning to that area. She demanded
release under a writ of habeas corpus which she applied for in the District
Court of Northern California in San Francisco, After applying for this v/rit,
she T&s sent to Topaz, Utah, There was no question of her loyalty at any
time throughout the litigation.
The questions involved in this case are three; first, should the vjrit
of habeas corpus be granted?, second, can the District Court of Northern
California issue the vrit since the appellant was moved to Utah in another
court’s jurisdiction? and third, if granted the writ, could I;!iss Jti/ndo go to
an area from rrfiich Japanese were excluded?
Justice Douglas, in handing down the unanimous decision, stated that
the writ should be issued. Miss Endo was not under martial law. The War
Relocation Authority was a civilian agency and the Executive Order No. 9066
and the Act of March 21, 19l|2 were not railita ry laws. The V.'ar Relocation
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Authority, therefore, had no authority to hold those "who vrere concededly
loyal. It was authorized only to hold those who might commit espionage
or sabotage; and since Miss Endo was above suspicion, there was no reason
for denying her the writ of habeas corpus.
Relative to the second question. Justice Douglas held that her removal
to Utah was not an evasion of the habeas corpus proceedings. The removal
was part of a general segregation program involving many people. The Secre-
tary of the Interior had advised that jLf such a writ is issued to any War
Relocation Authority official, the 'borpus of the appellant will be produced"
and the Court’s order complied with in all respects; therefore, the case
was not moot. The fact that the appellant left the district did not end the
jurisdiction of the District Court of Northern California as long as the
person in viiose custody the appellant was placed was in the district to act
as the respondent. Miss Endo was in the custody of the V/ar Relocation Auth-
ority official of San Francisco, therefore, since a writ of habeas corpus
is served not on the prisoner, but on his jailer, the wr.it would be served
on the V/RA official "irtio would appear as respondent.
The third question remained moot since the decision of the court came
forty-eight hours subsequent to the announcement by the Amy that the ex- -
elusion orders were being revoked. Therefore, with the exception of those
detained by the War Department or the Department of Justice, nearly all of
whom had by then been transferred to the Tule Lake Segregation Center, the
evacuees 7/ere free to leave the centers at will and return to their former
homes.
It must be understood that this court decided in this case only the
unconstitutionality of detaining those who had been granted leave clearances
The court never ruled on the validity of detaining all evacuees Trtiile they
were being sorted nor on the validity of detaining those deemed ineligible
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to leave
In concurring opinions Justices Murphy and Roberts held that the
question of Miss Endo’s destination was not moot* They held that for the
same reasons existing in the Koreraatsu case, the evacuation program "vras
unconstitutional; therefore, she could return to T<hatever destination she
chose—inside or outside the military zones. They also went so far as to
hold that the question of l03ralty was irrelevant. Regardless of whether
or not loyalty was conceded. Miss Endo should not have been evacuated..
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CHAPTER VIII
FIiTAL 1A7ALUATI0IT OF EVACUATION PROGTLUJ
The basic civil rights having a bearing on the Japa.nese evacuation are
the right of habeas corpus, the right to a hearing plus all the other guar-
antees to persons accused of crime, and the right of due process of lavf, sub-
stantive and procedural, Tliese rights have become an integral part of our
iumerican heritage and their violation can be tolerated only in times vjhen
their observance might constitute a clear and present danger to public
safety. The question to be answered here, however, is not Virhether the vio-
lation of the -Japanese' rights can be justified in the name of military
necessity, but '/whether a state of national emergency actually existed.
Throughout this paper it has been conceded that if the danger to our seciu’itj
was real and not artificial, then the violation of the civil rights of the
Japanese is justified. It is conclusion after a careful analysis of the
facts tliat the danger to the '.Vest Coast from the Japanese residents T/as
merely a "red herring" created by the anti-Japanese forces -i^ho used the
events of the day as a golden opportimity to realize a dream existing for
forty years—the elimination of the Japanese from the Pacific Coast,
It would be proving an immaterial point (as v/ell as using the advantage
of hindsight) to say that it was idiotic to thihlc there would be an invasion
by Japanese troops because history has proved otherwise, 'Tnat must be proved
before public safety is in danger is not Tjhether there would be an invasion
bub vjhether the Japanese residents would aid the enemy in that invasion.
In other vfords, it is ny opinion that it is unnecessar;;,'' to show that Japanese
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invasion was unlikely, because I consider such a likelihood completely
irrelevant.
To claim, as many people did, that the Japanese should be evacuated
because of possible invasion, is to assume not only that invasion is possible,
but worse, to assume that the invading troops would be aided and abetted by
the resident Japanese. It is this point which I vdsh to emphasize: mili-
tary security warrants the evacuation of resident Japanese only if it can
be shown that they vfould further the cause of the invaders, and the one
thing I hope the facts in this paper have shoviin is that if an invasion had
occurred and there had been no evacuation the invading forces vrould have
met an opposition as strong from the resident Japanese as from the Caucas-
ians themselves. It is because of this conviction that I believe the en-
tire evacuation to be the result of blind and ignorant mass prejudice,
vilhat are the facts which have made me take this vievr? In the first
place, the background to the evacuation is filled v^ith evidence v/hich dem-
onstrates the ITest Coast's attitude toward the Orientals in general and
the Japanese in particular. California has a long history of racism. The
treatment of Mexicans, Chinese, and Japanese has always been based upon the
assumption that the whitest skin always clothes the most American soul.
This has been very aptly expressed by Roger Baldwin:
In vierr of the evacuation of the Japanese alone, and of
these evidences of general hostility, it is fair to conclude
that militarj'- necessity had less to do v/ith their unprecedented
treatment than race prejudice. Indeed our action appears to be
consistent v/ith our whole record in dealing with Oriental peoples
under our immigration laws, and behind them, "ivith our unspoken
assuiqjtions of the superiority of the v/hite race, '.Tnat v/e have
done to Japanese Americans is of a piece v/ith v/hat we have done
to Negro Americans, to Mexicans, to our ov/n Indians—indeed to
all the darker peoples,!
Not only was the background to evacuation replete ^vith racism, but also
the program itself was encouraged by anti-Japanese groups. Their activ
1, Baldwin, op, cit, p, ^19
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were carried out to such an extent that it is difficult to doubt their con-
tribution to the Carrying out of the evacuation, "Just before the evacua-
tion, representatives of the Native Sons of the Golden ’Jest and the Californ:
araerican Legion filed suits to disfranchise Japanese Americans, Thanks to
2
the Federal Courts, they nere unsuccessful," In 19h3 the Native Sons adoptecj.
a resolution calling for denial of citizenship to children born of alien
Japanese, and the sane year the Merican Legion "adopted resolutions demand-
ing the discharge of enlisted Japanese Americans from the United States
Array and the continued detention of all evacuees under Am^ instead of
. 3
civilian control," One president of the Native Sons says, "Je're going to
’'Washington to bar the Japs forever from again participating in the privile^ej
and freedom of the country they so ruthlessly and treacherously attacked,"
Apparently this man was either vd.ttingly or unTdttingly ignoring the fact
that he was talking about two entirely separate groups of people.
This pressure for evacuation vrtiich I discuss here and have discussed at
length earlier is another factor which has made me suspicious of much that
was said about the "dangerous Japanese element," This suspicion becomes
even stronger when I find that General De'Jitt, whose appraisal of the situa-
tion Tfas depended upon, jnade statements which showed that his thinking on
the natter was not entirely devoid of race prejudice. Testifying on April
13 > '^9h3» before the House Naval Affairs Subcommittee, he said:
A Jap's a Jap, They are a dangerous element, v^hether loyal
or not. There is no way to determine their loyalty, ,, ,It makes
no difference v/hether he is an American; theoretically he is
still a Japanese and you can't change him,,,.You can't change
him by giving him a piece of paper,
r
If the preceeding quotation does not convince the reader of the General's
2, Fisher, op, cit, p, 21
3, j^id, p. 22
U, roid, p, 7 Italics mine.
5, yTcTIiTliams
,
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racist philosophy, maybe the folio-wing -will. This v;as his final recommen-
dation to the Secretary of War, dated February ll;, 19h2f but not made public
until early in 19 liii:
In the ivar in -which v;e are no-w engaged, racial affinities
are not severed by immigration. The Japanese race is an eneir^
race and v;hile many second and third generation Japanese born
on United States soil, possessed of United States citizenship
»
have become "Americanized," the racial strains are undiluted,^
It is ironic that this man’s opinion should have been considered by
the majority of the Supreme Court to be above question. Clemenceau v/as
not jesting -when he said, "V.'ar is too serious a business to be left to
generals,"
Another matter -which causes me to doubt the necessity for the evacua-
tion is the success -with which the problem "Was handled in Hav;aii -where evac-
uation -was not adopted. Evidence that the policy of trust and respect which
T»as used at Ha-waii was more successful than the policy of mass evacuation
is indicated by the fact that upon a call for volunteers to make up a Nisei
combat team, ten thousand enlisted from Ha-waii -virile less than fifteen hun-
dred enlisted from the ten relocation centers in the United States, One
author has the following to say on this matter:
V/hy was this difference in policy? Is it not due in good
part to the better race relations which have prevailed in the
Islands? There is a strong presumption that other methods of
insuring military safety might have been used on the Pacific
Coast except for the prejudicial attitudes existing in the
-white community. This confusion of the problem of national
dafety with the dogmas of racism is one of the most ominous
consequences of the evacuation,
7
I believe that it is difficult to disagree -with Hev, Douglass, espec-
ially vfhen it is realized that 37 per cent of the population of the Hawaiian
Islands was of Japanese ancestry. If they -were not a "dangerous element"
6, Ibid, p. ni
7. Jouglass
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in Ha'.Taii, Tfhy should they have been so on the west Coast? The point is
they Trere not dangerous in either place* In a letter from H, V, Kalten-
born to !.Iiss Adelia Fisher of The Committee for work with Japanese American
Evacuees j Kaltenbom wrote;
In talking with General Richardson, Commander-in-Chief
of the United States Am^r in the Central Pacific, vrith Head-
quarters at Honolulu, , .he informed me that there has not been
a single case of active disloyalty proved against a single
one of the l60,u00 Japanese and Japanese Americans in the
Hawaiian Islands,
Testifying before the Tolan Committee the foUo'wing men made the follow
.
ing statements:
Secretary of War Stimson (March 30, 19^2) ; The War Depart-
ment has received no information of sabotage committed by Japan-
ese during the attack on Pearl Harbor,
James Ro'vre, Jr,, AssivStant to the Attorney General (April 20,
191|2) : Mr, J, Edgar Hoover,,,has advised me there -was no sabotage
committed in Ilawaii prior to December 7, on December 7, or subse-
quently,
'J, A, Gabrielson, Honolulu Chief of Police; There Tfere no
acts of sabotage committed in the City and County of Honolulu
December 7, nor have there been acts of sabotage reported to the
Police Department since that date.
Chief Agent, Hawaii, FBI (Summer of 19li2) ; lou can say with-
out fear. of contradiction that there has not been a single act of
sabotage,
o
V/hat possible reason could anyone have for believing that the West
Coast Japanese "would have been any more disloyal than those in Hawaii? I
find this question especially difficult to answer in the light of the record
of the Japanese American in our society. Their record during the depression
indicated that they did not take to public relief because they vrere too
proud. They stuck together, helped each other, and almost never appeared
on .ipA or home relief lists. The Japanese have been liked vjherever they
located. The Grinnell College student newspaper stated:
8, Tolan Report, l;th Interim Report
, pp, [i8-58
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The Japanese students in Grinnell have become an integral,
valuable, enjoyable part of our student body. Semester grades
came out a month ago. Everyone of our Japanese students v/as
on the President’s list of honor students. They live in our
dorms and vre like them. They are part of our social life and
we don’t want to lose them,^
Their cooperation as a group in the relocation centers has been attestec
.
to frequently. In other wards, they have been praised for their conduct
under conditions which vrould have been expected to cause them to be at their
worst. The manager of the Tulare Assembly Center had the folloiving to say
about the Japajiese in his canq?:
It has been a revelation to me to see how you have adapted
yourselves to this strange and difficult life, and to ivatch the
many ingenious ways in v<hich you have found outlet for your en-
ergies, I have admired your vdllingness to do the menial tasks
as well as those that brought ready recognition, I have marveled
at the educational system you have developed in the face of inura-
erable obstacles so that you might make yourselves more useful.
Through it all, in your work and in your play, you have maintained
your dignity and your happy disposition.
In this way I have learned from you how to become a better
American, and for that I shall remember you always in humble
gratitude,10
This tribute is typical of those extended to the Japanese in all the
Relocation Centers, Their record, therefore, before and during the war has
been outstanding. To mention the record of the Japanese combat team in
Italy would be merely to mention the obvious. No one can convince me after
the research I’ve done on this paper that the Japanese on the 'Jest Coast
are, or ever were, a "dangerous element,"
How can all that I've said be reconciled vjith the decisions of the
^ Supreme Court in the Korematsu and Kirabayashi cases? The point of my con-
clusion is that no such reconciliation is possible. The attitude of Justice
Stone that the power to wage war is the power to wage it successfully is a
9, Foote, op, cit, p. 19
10 , Ibid, p, 11
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dangerous one. To give the Military unlimited power to win a war vdJLl re-
sult in a con^lete loss of civil rights. The Military would become a Frank-
enstein under these circumstances vihich operated under the philosophy that
the "end justifies the means" as far a s a military victory is concerned.
The remark by Justice Douglas that; "Je cannot knov/ all the facts; -ive must
rely on the Military’s judgment" is no less dangerous, I hope I have shov/n
that in this case at least, the Tlilitary’s judgment is not always to be
trusted. General De^Titt was not to be confused v/ith Solomon, In Ex Parte
Milligan the Supreme Court said that the military cannot arrest or try
civilians when civil courts are still operating, "Yet," says Professor
Rostow, "under the plan considered in the Japanese .American cases, people
not charged Trith crime are imprisoned vd.thout even a military trial,.,, It
would seem clear that if it is illegal to arrest and confine people after
an unwarranted military trial, it is surely even more illogical to arrest
.
11
and confine them without any trial at all,"
Another point which makes the Supreme Court’s decisions and this thesis
irreconcilable is the attitude that "time vjas of the essence" v/hich was the
military viewpoint upheld by the majority decision in the Korematsu case.
Such a vievr is consistent vrith the military mind wiiich was largely responsi-
ble for the evacuation program. Since General DeMitt v/as responsible for
the security of the .Vest Coast, he felt that any precaution vras a reasonable
one. His decisions were carried out vdth the typical ruthlessness of mili-
tary manner. The part played by the Military in this incident is charact-
eristic, It can not take time to vreigh both sides of an issue but must act
quickly and methodically under the assumption that the end vdll justify the
means, Robert 5, Cushman has said;
To see a threat to civil liberty in any broadening of the
area of the military control is merely to be realistic about the
11, Rostow, op, cit, p, 500
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essential purposes, nature, and methods of military porrer,,.
/THe cannot afford the luxury of the deliberate pro-
cedures, open discussion, and meticolous concern for minority
rights vrtiich should characterize the functioning of a demo-
cratic state in dealing *;7ith questions of public policy.
That the program was inconsistent with the rights which Americans
cherish has been borne out by many persons who have studied the problem.
Says one author;
It is doubtful if any deprivation of civil rights so
sweeping and categoric as this has ever been performed under
the war powers.and justified by the courts, .. .The very center
of the problem,
. .lies in the fact that the evacuation and con-
finement were done on a racial basis ,^3
This unprecedented event has been discussed and analyzed by many auth
orities, and consequently many conclusions have been drawn 5 but the most
penetrating to come to ny attention are those drawn by Eugene Rostov/. He
bases the exclusion program on five propositions of the "utmost potential
menace," In opinion they are above refutation. They are;
(1) Protective custody, extending over three or four jrears,
is a permitted form of imprisonment in the United States,
(2) Political opinion, not criminal acts, may contain enough
danger to justify such imprisonment,
(3) Men, women, and children of a given racial group, both
^Americans and resident aliens, can be presumed to possess the
kind of dangerous ideas which require their in^risonment,
(U) In time of vrar or emergency the military
—
perhaps v/ithout
the concurrence of the legislature—can decide vihat political
opinions require imprisonment, and which groups are infected
T/ith them,
(^) The decision of the Military can be carried out without
indictment, trial, examination, jury, the confrontation of
vritnesses, counsel for the defense, the privilege against self-
incrimination, 02’ any of the other safeguaixis of the Bill of
Rights.l^
This conclusion is so sweeping and so disarming that it leaves nothing
12 , Cushman, op, cit, p,
13, Redfield, Robert G, "The Japanese Americans," ihierican Societ’' in
_
AVartime
,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 19 IJ, pp, lp9-lol
ll-i, ''ostow, op, cit, p, 530
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else to be said. The doctrine of protective custody, tvhich v/as so familiar
to the Nazis, "was given as an excuse for the evacuation and -vms sanctioned
by many men in high places. Tlie imprisonment of the Japanese only is clear
enough proof that political opinions can be judged dangerous enough to
T/arrant confinement. Especially has this been shoim by the demand that
evidence of lo^mlty be shoTm before release was possible. Since T^en has
it been unlaTrful to believe that the political doctrines of another country
are superior to our oim? Apparently since the decision in the Korematsu
case. The precedent this program lays dov/n for the future action of the
Niilitary has already been discussed. All in all. Professor Rostow’s
conclusions are final and unequivocal, as far as I am concerned.
All of the foregoing makes exceedingly apparent the importance of trj'--
ing to recon^ense those of Japanese ancestry for nhat they have been forced
to experience. If this is truly the land of equal rights regardless of
race, creed, or color, then we have much vrork to do to redeem ourselves for
forgetting our ideals between 19h2 and 19h$, It is not an issue viiich is
past and best forgotten. It is a debt piiich must be paid the Japanese just
as much as the debt which was paid the returning G, I, ’s in the form of the
G, I, Bill of Rights. The Japanese, who sacrificed dearly for the cause
of American victory, also deserve a Bill of Rights v/hich must be paid not
only in material compensation for property losses, but also by a changed
attitude wiiich for too long has been based on the premise that Americanism
can be practiced only by those of Anglo-Gaxon ancestry.
It, *•
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APPENDIX A
Executive Order Ho, 9066 7 Fed, Reg, lljO?
wTiereas the successful prosecution of the war requires every possible
protection against espionage and against sabotage to national-defense
material, national-defense premises, and national-defense utilities as
defined in Section U, Act of April 20, 1918, IjO Stat, 533, as amended by
the Act of November 30, 19^0, Sh Stat, 1220, and the Act of August 21, 19iil,
55 Stat 655 (U. S. C. Title 50, Sec. 10 1;.):
Now, therefore, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President
of the United States, and Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy, I hereby
authorize and direct the Secretary of War, and the Military Commanders whom
he may from time to tine designate, whenever he or any designated Commander
deems such action necessa ry or desirable, to prescribe military areas in
such places and of such extent as he or the appropriate Military Commander
may determine, from which any or all persons may be excluded, and -with
respect to which, the right of any person to enter, remain in, or leave
shall be subject to whatever restrictions the Secretary of '.Yar or the
aporopriate Military Commander may impose in his discretion. The Secretary
of Vfar is hereby authorized to provide residents of any such area who are
excluded therefrom, such transportation, food, shelter, and other accomoda-
tions as may be necessary, in the judgment of the Secretary of Vfar or Mili-
tary Commander, and until other arrangemehts are made, to accon^lish the
purpose of this order. The designation of military areas in any region or
locality shall supersede designation of prohibited and restricted areas by
the Attorney General under the Proclamations of December 7, and 8, 19^41, and
shall supersede the responsibility and authority of the Attorney General
under the said Proclamations in respect of such prohibited and restricted
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Y' it.qa'TE ^*9X o.Lait;irM bxri boXiiolboMq lo aoilrri:,Iro : f'0 '' ‘to<-’02 LIoi'n *';ti i’.':-ooJ.
j
fv“!i ,.Ot'-‘:J. *8 br.E /.'MO.Mf >ol, lo 30.0u::^R'v.Xoc': mm.; XEMsaar' \onioX\tX :v-l
|
noT' on'i lo Y.ij'MOrlXwB t/i.;. of>0 ". aO'ir/M .LT.. (4:
^
' Xow O.fM't so*:' ,'x;B k'-'o .rrfl/'o'lCf ffot'C' lo Ct’C/OC'*?-'
.kt "’.-TO.!: 'fc-" ' .lOOM' ' bi X.'V sr'/i ZC-liT'S'
[
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areas*
I hereby further authorize and direct the Secretary of War and the
said Military Commander to take such other steps as he or the appropriate
Military Commander may deem advisable to enforce compliance TJlth the restricj
tions applicable to each Military Area herein above authorized to be desig-
nated, including the use of Federal troops and other Federal Agencies, -vvlth
authority to accept assistance of state and local agencies*
I hereby further authorize and direct all Fxecutive Departments, inde-
pendent establishments and other Federal Agencies, to assist the Secretary
of Yfer or the said Military Commander in carrying out of this Executive
Order, including the furnishing of medical aid, hospitalization, food cloth-|
ing, transportation; use of land, shelter, and other supplies, equipment,
utilities, facilities, and services*
This order shall not be construed as modifying or limiting in any way
the authority heretofore granted under Executive Order No, 8922, dated
December 12, 19ljlj nor shall it be construed as limiting or modif^ring the
duty and responsibility of the F, B. I,, vd.th respect to the investigation
of alleged acts of sabotage or the duty and responsibility of the Attorney
General and the Department of Justice under the Proclamations of December
7 and 8, 19 111 j prescribing regulations for the conduct and control of alien
enemies, except as such duty and responsibility is superseded by the desig-
nation of military areas hereunder*
Franklin D, Roosevelt
The V/hite House
February 19, ^U2
/"No* 9066
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AFP3NDIX B
Act of March 21, 19h2 56 Stat. 173, 18 U. S. C. A, 97A
91^' Unlawfully entering, remaining, leaving, or committing acts in
military area or zones*
V/hoever shall enter, remain in, leave, or commit any act in any mili-
tary area or zone prescribed, under the authority of an Executive Order of
j
the President, by the Secretary of Vjar, contrary to the restrictions appli-
I
cable to an^^ such a^^ea or r-one or contrary to the order of the Secretary
(
of V/ar or any military commander, shall if it appears that he knew or shoulc
have known of the existence and extent of the restrictions or order and that
his act was in violation thereof, be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon con-
viction shall be liable to a fine of not over $5,000 or to imprisonment for
not more than one year, or both, for each offense.
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CIVIL RIGHTS
and the
EVACUATION of the LEST COAST JAPA1E3E
In the Spring of 19h2 over one hundred thousand persons of Japanese
descent, citizens and aliens, vrere evacuated from the '.'.‘est Coast and placed
in confinement vd.th release permitted only under certain specified, condi-
tions, Tliis evacuation program v^as carried out rdthout the benefit of
legal hearings or any other of the proceedings vdiich any person accused
of crime is giiaranteed. Is this consistent vd.th jlmerican democracy? Znis
is the problem to be analyzed.
In atten^ting to ansvrer this question it has been necessary to obtain
data which has quite recently been published. The most valuable sources
of facts relevant to this problem are the pamphlets vrritten by staff mem-
bers of the '..dr Relocation Authority, now defunct, ivhich "was set up in the
Department of the Interior to adr.iinister the program of resettlement and
relocation. There vras a considerable amount of controversy in the press
and in magazines concerning this program but only a fe'W books have been
vrritten on this subject j consequently most of the source materia.1 has been
gathered from pamphlets and periodicals.
In order to determine vdether the evacuation v;as consistent vdth /oneri-
can democracy, it is necessary to clarify v/hat ’’American democracy" entails,
The term as applied here involves a recognition of the Bill of Rights and
such other guarantees of civil liberties as ezdLst in the Constitution,
It involves the concepts of equal opportunity for all •s'^ich is incompatable
vrith acts of discrimination in any form because of race, color, or creed.
It involves equal protection of the rights of the minority against the
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tyranny of the majority. It involves the recognition of the fact that al-
though rights are not absolute, a clear and present danger to public safety
and welfare must exist before the violation of these rights can be toler-
ated, As the term applies specifically to the evacuation program, it in-
volves the recognition of the rights of the Japanese to remain free unless
it can be proved be3'X)nd a reasonable doubt that they would aid the enenr,'-
in case of invasion. It involves more than merely prdving that an invasion
was likely to occur.
As background to evacuation it must be noted that the Japanese in
California have been the victims of racism for the forty years prior to
Pearl Harbor, consequently, by December. 7 , 19 ^41^ there were numerous indi-
viduals and groups i^o were ready to take advantage of this opportunity to
rid the State of all persons of Japanese descent, citizens and aliens alilce
Tne organizations primarilj^ concerned T/ith this anti-Japanese activity were
the Native Sons and Daughters of the Golden .;est, the California American
Legion, Associated Farmers of California, and certain labor organizations.
Immediately after the attack on Pearl Harbor there v;as little agita-
tion for evacuation by the majority of Californians, but as the campaigns
in the Pacific turned against us 4Tith the onslaught of the Japanese troops,
hysteria gradually increased until by January and February'-, popular senti-
ment T/as highly in favor or vAiolesale evacuation of all persons of Japanese
ancestry. There ha.ve been three main causes given for the evacuation pro-
gram, The one most often heard is that military necessity demanded such
action. It was assumed that the resident Japanese vfould offer themselves
as spies and saboteurs to the Japanese arn^'- in case of invasion—vAiic’rx
seemed quite possible to many observers. Another reason given is that the
Japanese needed protection from the violence wliich night result from the
hostility of unthinking individuals or groups. A reason vAiich seems on the
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basis of the evidence to be the most accurate vras that of economic and
social pressiire. The very organizations that had been instrumental in all
anti-Oriental activity for the past centui^r xrere also active in this pro-
gram of evacuation, T'uch has been v-ritten rrhich indicates the e;':t>ent of
this anti-Japanese sentiment, both through economic and through purely
racist motives. There seems to be little doubt that Trithout the activity
of these groups, there Trould have been no evacuation.
Once the program vfas set up, it "was very ably administered b;'^ the V.'ar
Relocation Authority, Tne original plan before the VJPj'l v/as created vras to
evacuate the Japanese from the 'Jest Coast and let them shift for themselves.
They Trere to settle amm’Aiere outside the restricted areas. This plan, hoTr-
ever, became Inpractical because of the hostile reception given the Japanese
by the inhabitants of interior states who felt that the 'Test Coast was at-
tempting to dump its "undesirables” and "dangerous elements" on them, A.s
a consequence of this attitude, the Japanese evacuees were being stranded
without being able to purchase gasoline, food, and other necessities because
the Caucasians would not trade vd.th them. The creation of tho V/PAi was an
attempt to remedy this problem and ti^’- to bring order out of chaos,
Tne V/Hn first provided ten relocation centers from California to
Arkansas set up much like regular Arn^r camps. Community affairs vrere insti-
tuted with as much self-government as was thought feasible. After the evac-
uees were settled in these centers, the V.lLl conducted a program of reloca-
tion and resettlement, under specified conditions evacuees could receive
either permanent or temporary leave clearences, Tne former were provided
if the evacuee could shovr that he had a job in an interior city, was going
to school, or live vd.th relatives] the latter clearances were issued to
farm workers, or others who wished to leave for temporal^'' periods. The
was also faced v/ith the problem of resettlin the evacuees on the 'Jest Coast
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vrhen the restricted areas were reopened. Once they Iiad become settled in
to face hot oaly considerable hostility but the task of starting life anew,
since most of them had lost considerable property, both real and personal,
v.lien they vrere first evacuated,
Tlie terrific property losses have been the most pathetic part of the
program. The case histories of those vdio lost property are stories of
great hardship and misery. It has been only recently that the Federal Gov-
ernment has seen fit to pass legislation to compensate for the losses,
Hk 3999 "vvliich was passed only thJLs summer (I9l;3) provides, through hearings
conducted by the Office of the Attorney General, for partial compensation
of the material losses sustained in the evacuation. Provision is made for
compensation for material' losses up to ^?2500 on the basis of hearings to
be held \yy Justice Department boards. Provision is also made whereby evac-
uees \fnose losses exceeded $2^00 "VTill be able after hearings before special
boards to have bills introduced in Congress for individua.1 compensation,
Tlie Constitutional aspects of the program have been handled by the
Supreme Court in four cases. In Hiraba;/'shi v, U, G , the court upheld the
curfevf orders instituted General De’fitt, the Commanding General of the
'Testern Defense Command. In Tasui v, u.3 . the Supreme Court handed dov/n
the opinion that citizenship was irrelevant as far as the curfew orders were
concerned. The orders applied to citizens and aliens alike. In Korematsu
V, U, S , the Gupreme Court upheld the evacuation program as constitutional
under the war power of the President and Congress acting together. In the
case Dx Parte Bndo the court held that persons vrho were concededly loyal
woiild have to be granted a iTrit of habeas corpus since detention applied
only in cases where the evacuees might constitute a danger to public safety,
A person concededly loyal could not be so considerec’.
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The evacuation program appears, despite the attitude of the Supreme
Court, to have been the result of constant economic and social pressure from
individuals and groups active for some time against the Japanese, These
same groups are still at work attempting to have passed in the legislature
of the 'Jest Coast States legislation demanding that the property of Japanese
be requisitioned hy the Sovernment, that the Japanese be prohibited from
holding real estate, that the Japanese be prevented from returning to the
”.'est Coast, that they be deprived of their American citizenship, and even
that they be deported. Although such legislation as this has not been
passed, it does indicate that the perennial racists are still active.
’Then the existence of these groups is considered along side the record
of the Japanese people as citizens, it becomes difficult to believe that the
evacuation v/as necessary. The resident Japanese are not, and never have
been, "a dangerous element" as claimed by General De'Titt, Evidence of their
behavior as excellent citizens is voluminous, Tiirough their industry and
respect for lavr, they have contributed much to the Tfest Coast States, '.Tith
any understanding of the character of these people, it is iii^ossible to be-
lieve that they woiald have aided Japan if invasion of California ’nad occurre(
.
and it is only by holding such a belief that the evacuation can be justified,
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